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CHAPTER I 
THE RESEARCH PROBLEM 
Statement of the Problem 
Perhaps the word "calling" comes closest to an accurate description of 
being a head of school, as It embodies the nobleness of purpose, the total 
commitment and the impliclt goodness of the enterprise 
{Gilvar, 1992, p.11) 
Independent schools are durable and venerable organizations, thirty-eight 
of the National Association of Independent Schools {NAIS) institutions were 
founded before 1800 (Goldsborough, 1996). Parents and students often choose 
these schools because of their stability, autonomous decentralized structure, and 
strong traditions. At the center of each independent school is the Head. The 
position is a unique one in American elementary and secondary education. 
Unlike a public school principal, with mid-level administrative duties, a Head of 
School is in a far better position to lead an institution, as the school is free from 
the external control of the central office or state government (Ruoss, 1992). It is 
he or she who, much like a small college president, serves as the chief 
administrator and therefore has authority for faculty, staff, and student selection. 
In past times the position of Head was stable and that individual was viewed as a 
benevolent despot who reigned supreme and often, unquestioned (Nostrand, 
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1973). However, the position of Head of an Independent school is changing. 
Today, because of societal and familial changes, a more complex governance 
model, and a more hostile school environment, the traditional leadership models 
are being challenged. Because of these changes, the average length of a Head's 
term Is decreasing. This study seeks to find W there Is a relationship between a 
Head's personality type and leadership style and his or her effective, long-term 
success at a school. For the purposes of this study, long-term Is considered 15 
years at the same Independent elementary school as Head. This is at least three 
times the national average according to Jeff Moredock, Vice-President of the 
National Association of Independent Schools (J. Moredock, personal 
communication, September 1,1999) and four Head search consultants: Stephen 
Di Cicco of Educational Directions (S.G. DiCicco, personal communication, 
September 14, 1999); Clay Stttes of Independent Educational Services (C. V. 
Stites, personal communication, September 14, 1999); James Marks, of 
Educatofs Collaborative, Inc. (J.L. Marks, personal communication, September 
14, 1999); and James Wickenden, ofWickenden and Associates (J. Wickenden, 
personal communication, September 14, 1999). 
Significance of the Study 
There has never been a direct path to a Headship as most candidates 
come from the teaching, coaching and mid-administrative level. The leader 
learns most of the skills "on the Job" (Ruess, 1992). Moreover, there are many 
anecdotal and "how to" manuals written by or about former Heads, or 
commissioned prose by The National Association of Independent Schools 
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(NAIS). These books, such as The Trustees Handbook, The Search Handbook, 
and Business Management for Independent Schools are useful; yet, they lack 
relevant, empirical data about suocassful leadership in Independent schools 
(Ledyard, 1987). 
Suocassful and long-tenn Heads were once part of the oommon lore in 
the Independent school world. However, during the past 20 years, the times and 
the position have changed, and long-tenn Heads of School are a rara braed 
(Edwards, 1994; Ledyard, 1987; Nostrand, 1973; Ruoss, 1992). The position is 
more oomplex, and the work environment more hostile as the muttiple 
oonstituencies bring oonflicting pressures on the school (Edwards, 1994; 
Hedges, 2000). Resulting from these tensions are premature separations 
between the school and the Head. The financial and emotional oosts to the 
institution are enormous, as a search for a new Head can cost a school in excess 
of $50,000 and the school loses a great deal of oontinuity and stability (Edwards, 
1994 ). Premature tenninations oome in two forms. First, the Head leaves 
voluntarily for greener pastures or, exits the field of education oompletety. 
Seoond, the Board decides to fire the Head. In any event, a school goes through 
pain, loss, and suffering. Tennination can be devastating, as the school has a 
difficult time maintaining, much less improving, programs and the Board might 
have a difficult time filling the vacant spot with a qualified replacament, on 
acoount of the tennination. From the perspective of the Head, and his or her 
family, the dismissal can be at least as devastating to them as it is to the school 
(Edwards, 1994; McLaughlin, 1996). In an article about the ooilege presidency 
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McLaughlin wrote there are three reasons why a president leaves early: 
inappropriate candidate choice; events occuning at the Institution: and, small but 
unresolved grievances (Mclaughlin, 1996). Edwards (1994), Griffin (1999), 
Ledyard (1987), and Scott (1997) note similar reasons for independent school 
Heads departing. 
Scott (1997) queried Heads about job security and reported the three top 
reasons cited concerned Board relations: poor governance, frequent turnover of 
Board members, and personal agendas of Board members. Edwards (1994) 
studied Head-Board relations and concluded that successful Heads actively 
cuttlvated their Boards and utilized effective communication and practiced the 
rule of •no surprises'. According to NAIS, there are only 35, out of 314, current 
elementary school Heads with 15 years or more experience in one school as its 
Head. Nationally, the average tenure of an independent school Head is 
decreasing: in 1972 the average tenure was 7.3 years; in 1992 It was 6.9 years 
(Edwards, 1994); in 1999 It was between 5 and 6 years (J. Moredock. personal 
communication, September 1,  1999). The demands of the position, the new 
breed of •consumer parents", relations with faculty and the changing connection 
with the governing body, commonly named the Board of Trustees, are addltional 
reasons for the shorter length of term (Hedges, 2000). 
There is a "vast and bewildering" amount of ltterature (Yuki, 1998) 
regarding successful leadership; yet, there is a paucity of research concerning 
one of the most important traits of effective and successful leaders - longevity, 
and therefore stable relations with one organization. This study seeks to find a 
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correlation between the personality types and leadership styles of current, long­ 
term, Independent, elementary Heads of School. What is tt about these 
individuals that they are able to lead a school for at least 3 times the national 
average? How are these individuals able to withstand the myriad of new 
pressures from Internal and external forces and continue to lead their schools 
effectively? Do they share common personality types and leadership styles? For 
example, are they resilient, extraverted, and transformational leaders? Or, are 
they Inflexible, Introverted, and transactional leaders? Or, are these individuals 
successful not because their personalities and leadership styles are similar, but 
because their personal characteristics match the particular environment, climate, 
and culture of the schools they serve? 
Beneze!, Katz, and Magnusson (1981) classified college presidents, a 
position with many similarities to that of a Head of an independent school. The 
six classifications were founding presidents, explorers, take-charge, standard­ 
bearers, organization presidents, and moderators. A founding president is rare in 
today's worid. The explorer Head brings new programs and generally is a risk­ 
taker. The take-charge leader Is one who holds everything together in a school 
that is in crisis. The standard-bearer leads an Institution that has "arrived" and the 
organization president is a utilitarian leader. Finally, the moderator is a 
democratic Head, who delegates and consults with his faculty (Beneze!, Katz, & 
Magnusson, 1981). In a study of Heads and Boards of Trustees Edwards wrote 
about successful Heads, "In essence, the fundamental characteristics of the 
human relationships within each organization were far more instrumental in 
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detennining overall effectiveness than was the presence or absence of 
prescribed structures and operating systems" (Edwards, 1994, p.189). Dr. 
Edwards was alluding to a leader's development and maintenance of a school's 
humane and far-<eaching culture. 
Erickson defined culture as, •a system of ordinary, taken for granted 
meanings and symbols with both explicit and implicit content that is, deliberately 
and non-deliberately, learned and shared among members of naturally bounded 
social group"(Erickson, 1987, p.120). In writing about corporate culture, Deal and 
Kennedy write, 
Still, cuttures endure in every WO<kplace. They preserve beceuse as social 
animals we yearn for some sort of existential anchor. We need cultures to 
give meaning to our lives at work. We need to define and learn acceptable 
rules of workplace behavior. We need to justify, or at least rationalize, 
hours spent on the job (Deal and Kennedy, p. 169). 
Schein in his book, Organizational Cutture and Leadership. defines cutture, 
A pattern of shared basic assumptions that the group learned as tt solved 
its problems of external adaptation and internal integration, that has worked well 
enough to be considered valid and, therefore, to be taught to new members as 
the correct way to perceive, think, and feel in relation to those problems (Schein, 
1992, p.12). 
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Attention to a school's culture Is an integral aspect of a Head's job. 
Sergiovanni (1992) Indicated schools with an lnter-oonnectedness, where the 
bonds among the teachers are familial, are the true learning communities. 
However, one must differentiate between congeniality and collegiality. 
Congeniality Is when teachers get along with one another. Collegiality Is when 
teachers share with one another, observe one another, and teach and learn from 
one another (Barth, 1990). A culturally collegial faculty (CCF) Is bonded in their 
commitment to their school and its students. Rather than simply closing their 
individual room doors and teaching by themselves, a CCF share a sense of 
shared practice and sense comfort and empowennent collaborating with one 
another in a shared purpose. Creating and, more importantly, maintaining a 
culture which is collaborative, open, nurturing, trusting, respectful, and supportive 
Is one which calls for, in part, transfonnational leadership. 
In the corporate world, there are many similarities to independent schools, 
in tenns of culture and success. Kotter and Heskett (1992) concluded the 
following in their book, Corporate Culture and Perfonnance: 
1. Corporate cultures can have a significant Impact on a finn's long-tenn 
economic performance. 
2. Corporate cultures will probably be an even more important factor in 
detennining the success or failure of finns in the next decade. 
3. Corporate cultures that Inhibit strong long-tenn financial perfonnance 
are not rare; they develop easily, even in finns that are full of 
reasonable and intelligent people. 
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4. Although tough to change, corporate cultures can be made more 
performance enhancing (Kotter and Heskett, 1992, p.11-12). 
As stated earlier, leadership is aitical to an institution's culture. According 
to Bums (1978) the process of leadership emerges in one of two practices. It is 
etther transactional or transformational. Gardner (1990) wrote succinctly, 
"Transactional leadership accepts and works within the structure as it is. 
Transformational leadership renews" (Gardner, 1990, p.122). Transactional 
leadership is typically viewed as the world of the manager, wheress, 
transformational leadership is the world of a change agent. According to Maslow 
(1954) seff-actualization Is the highest level of maturity attainable. Some 
characteristics of the well being of a seff-actualized individual are acceptance of 
oneseff, toleration of uncertainty, and lack of self-centeredness. Leaders tend to 
self-actualize more than non-leaders (Bass, 1990). Bums (1978) proposed that 
people who were seff-actualized were prospective transformational leaders on 
account of their potential for personal growth. One of the primary strengths of a 
transformational leader is his/her ability to raise a follower's consciousness 
above the lower levels of Maslow's hierarchy of safety and security to the higher 
levels of achievement and seff-actualization. 
Many studies have investigated the relationship between transformational 
and transactional leadership. For example, King (1989) utilizing the Multifactor 
Leadership Questionnaire (MLQ) in a leadership study of K-12 and higher 
education administrators concluded that transformational leadership predicted 
success in both those systems. Hoover (1991) studied 45 secondary school 
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headmasters In the South and, also utilizing the MLQ, found that satisfaction and 
success were more correlated with transfoonational leadership than transactional 
leadership. Benison (1993) suggested that a combination of transactional and 
transfonnational leadership styles is more effective for the long run. She believed 
a style that adjusts to the institution's climate and pursues improvements at the 
same time is the best strategy. This is different from previous studies that tended 
to separate and distinguish between the two classifications. Sllins (1994) agreed 
there is a positive relationship between the two styles, "Transactional leadership 
may provide the Indispensable bureaucratic linkages between transfonnatlonal 
leadership and improved school reform" (Silins, 1994). Ingram (1997) found that 
principals have a greater Impact on teacher motivation and institutional change K 
they are transfonnational leaders. She found that transfonnational leaders 
successfully move an institution through three stages during the process of 
change. Similar to Lewin (1997) Ingram stated the leader first realizes the need 
for a change and mobilizes key people. Second, the leader develops, with the 
key personnel, a new vision of the future. Finally, the leader cements the 
commitment of the key people In the new vision. Lewin wrote, unfreeze, change, 
and re-freeze (Lewin, 1997). 
About different styles of leadership, Zaleznik wrote, "Most societies, and that 
includes business organizations, are caught between two conflicting needs: one, 
for managers to maintain the balance of operations, and one for leaders to create 
new approaches and imagine new areas to explore" (Zaleznlk, 1977, p.68). 
Instead of simply responding, transfonnational leaders shape. 
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In addHion to the Multifactor Leadership Questionnaire, which distinguishes 
between transactional and transfonnationai leadership, the long-tenn heads will 
be given the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI), which is one of the most often 
used instruments to detennine an Individual's type preference (Spoto, 1995). 
Based on the interpretation of the work of cart G. Jung by Isabel Myers and 
Katharine Briggs, the Indicator expects differences in individual people that are 
observable (Myers, McCaulley, Quenk & Hammer, 1998). Brlefty, the 
psychological types Indicated in the Myers-Briggs are: 
Extraversion (E) or Introversion (I): 
In the extraverted (E) attitude an individual gives preference with the 
people and the world around them. 
In the introverted (I) attitude, people give preference to their inner world. 
Sensing (S) perception or lntuHive (N) perception: 
Sensing people prefer what is real, practical and observable by utilizing 
the senses. 
lntuHive (fil people prefer theoretical patterns and future posslbllHies. 
Thinking (T) or Feeling (F): 
Thinking (T) people make decisions by linking ideas through a logical 
process. 
Feeling (F) people make decisions by weighing the relative values and 
merits of the questions at hand. 
Judging (J) or Perceiving (P): 
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Judging (J) people enjoy planning, organizing, and coming to decisions 
quickly. 
Persons using perceiving (P) enjoy keeping their options open and 
delaying decision-making In case something better turns up (McCaulley, 
1990a, p.2). 
Individuals utilize all eight processes; however, according to Jungian theory, 
people prefer one of each pair over the other. The MBTI questions force choices 
between E or I, Sor N, Tor F, and J or P. Scores are determined by the direction 
of the preference and the consistency of the preference by a number 
(example E 21, F 22, etc.). Four letters - ENFJ, INTP, IST J, etc. denote types. 
Descriptions are written for each type and show the characteristics that a person 
displays and some of the problems one might face. A type table was established 
in order to readily see all 16 types in relation to each other. 
Type is not to be confused with trait. Human characteristics such as 
weight, age, and IQ are traits, as everyone has a weight, an age, and an IQ. 
Traits tend to be normally distributed In the general population. In contrast, type 
is not normally distributed, as there Is no norm or best type. Actually, there are 16 
"norms· rather than one norm (Quenk, 1993). In addition. type theory states that 
no type is superior to another and preferences do not cause behavior (Pearman 
& Albritton, 1997). 
As stated eariier, an individual uses all eight preferences, but prefers four. 
As individuals mature successfully, they begin to use their neglected processes. 
Jung called this type development or individuation (De Laszlo, 1993). Similar to 
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Maslow's (1954) seff-actualized person, a well developed, mature type keeps 
growing and developing his/her less preferred altitudes and functions. 
The last stage only comes to people who not only live their lives 
fully, but continue growing. Without abandoning the values of 
best-developed processes, they can use their seff-understanding 
to recognize and cultivate the values of the previously neglected 
third and fourth processes. Thus, they ultimately transcend their 
type (Myers,1995, p.176). 
Csikszentmihalyi also noted this complex integration when he wrote about 
the ten pairs of contrasting personality traits in creative individuals 
(Csikszentmihalyi, 1997). Stein (19n) Identified 3 stages of mid�ife. according 
to Jungian theory: rite of separation, rite of liminality, and rite of reintegration. 
Corlett and Millner note the second haff of lne is a journey in which individuals 
seek wholeness in their personallties (Corlett & Millner, 1993). Storr (1983) wrote 
that seff-<egulation and compensation are integral aspects of type theory: "There 
was, therefore, within every individual, a striving toward unity in which divisions 
would be replaced by consistency, opposites equally balanced, consciousness In 
reciprocal relation with the unconscious" (Storr, 1983, p. 18). 
Currently there is no instrument to confirm ff an individual has attained a 
balance in his/her type development. Some research has suggested that 
successful leaders may be clearer in their preferences and therefore know 
themselves better and are able to utilize their auxiliary preferences to a greater 
degree. Other research Implies that developed types may show less clarity in 
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their scores. Obviously, the research in this area is Inconclusive (McCaulley, 
1983; Fitzgerald, 1992; Myers, 1995; Myers & Kirt,y, 1993; Murphy, 1994; 
Quenk, 1984 ). It will be Interesting to note W the long-tenn Heads show clear 
distinctness in their preferences, or are moderate In their clarity. 
In addition, there Is a great deal of research concerning type and 
leadership (Helmstetter, 1999; Matan, 1999; Orwin, 1999). While no one type 
stands out at the top, some of the research suggests that when a shift Is framed 
from manager to leader, the type is different The "typlcar manager in the United 
States is a sensing, thinking (ST) or a sensing, judging (SJ). These types, 
transactional leaders, seek stable environments and are very good at guiding 
those types of organizations. However, transfonnational leaders, who develop 
vision, take risks, innovate, and excite an organization are likely to be intuitive, 
feeling (NF) or intuitive, perceMng (NP) (Walck, 1996. p. 65). Finally, because 
extraverts (E) tend to have a more positive sense of well-being, they may be able 
to handle the stress of executive positions than Introverts (I) (Walck, 1996). 
Research Question 
Are there similarities among long-term, elementary Heads of Independent 
Schools (minimum of 15 years in the same school) in tenns of their personallty 
types and leadership styles? 
Subsidiary Questions 
1. In the MLQ, do the long-tenn Heads of Schools utilize transactional 
leadership styles, transfonnational leadership styles, or both in guiding 
their schools? 
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2. In the MBTI, are their preferences distinct and polar, or are their 
preferences close together? For example, In the Ell type, are the Heads 
strictly and/or predominantly E, or do they utilize both E and I with a weak 
preference? 
3. In the MBTI, are the Heads predominately extraverted (E) and intuHive 
(N)? 
4. Are the Heads' relationships with their Boards of Trustees collaborative? 
Tenns 
1. Independent School: For the purpose of this study an independent school is 
defined as a member of the National Association of Independent Schools. In 
order to be a member, an institution must be nonproprietary and incorporated 
as a non-profit, tax-exempt organization (501(cX3). In addition a seff­ 
perpetuating Board of Trustees, who have the fiduciary responsibility of the 
school and establish policies related to the school, govern the schools. 
Independent Schools have a myriad of organizational design. Some educate 
only boarders; some are single sex; others are non-sectarian. By far the most 
common organization is the coeducational elementary and secondary school. 
2. National Association of Independent Schools (NAIS) The National Association 
of Independent Schools is an organization of over 1,000 schools in the United 
States and abroad. Member schools must be non-profit, adhering to non­ 
discriminatory policies, have a seff-perpetuating governing body, and be 
accredited by an appropriate state or regional association. 
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3. The Board of Trustees: For the purpose of this study, The Board of Trustees 
is the uttimate authority of an independent school. The board can only act as 
a single body; no individual can act for the board unless expressly asked by 
the board to do so. 
4. Head of School: For the purposes of this study the Head of School ls the chief 
executive officer of an independent school. The Head, hired by the Board of 
Trustees, Is the only employee directly accountable to them. 
5. Elementary School: For the purposes of this study an elementary school is 
one which serves students from at least 3"' grade and no further then the 9" 
grade. 
6. Transfonnational Leadership: Transfonnational leadership motivates followers 
more than they originally expected to do, by raising their level of awareness, 
by getting them to transcend their own seK-interest, or by attering their need 
levels (Bass, 1985). 
7. Transactional Leadership: Transactional leadership recognizes what the 
follower needs and clarifies for the follower how these needs will be fulfilled in 
exchange for the follower's satisfactory effort and perfonnance (Bass, 1985). 
8. Type Theory: Type theory refers to Ca� Jung's theory as Interpreted by Isabel 
Myers and Katharine Briggs. Type theory involves the interaction of an 
lndMdual's four besic preferences. 
Limitations of the Study 
The research is limited specifically to current, elementary independent 
school Heeds, who have served their school for at least 15 years, which is three 
16 
times the national average. The results of this study are limited to this population 
only and may not be applied to other populations. The selection of the Myers­ 
Briggs (Fonn G) and MLQ (5-x short) are further limitations. 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
It is important to understand the history of independent schools and review 
the literature that is applicable to independent schools in order to perceive why 
some independent school Heads remain at a school for a much longer time than 
the average tenure. While there is little relevant independent school literature, 
there is a great deal of research about public school administration, and in the 
past 10 years an extensive amount has been written about the leadership and 
governance of nonprofit organizations. The review of the literature can be divided 
into roughly four parts: history and definition of Independent schools, leadership 
research, the executive's relationship with the Board of Trustees, and leadership 
and personality traits. 
Historical Overview 
Independent schools have been a major part of the American education 
landscape since colonial times. The National Association of Independent Schools 
(NAIS), founded In 1962, has 1,000 member schools teaching 450,000 students. 
The member schools range In size from under thirty to over thirty-eight hundred 
students. The age of member schools ranges from 5 to over three hundred 
18 
years. There are a variety of schools classified as independent: boarding, coed, 
single sex, day, elementary schools, middle schools and upper schools. The 
programs can also vary, as some may be vary tradttional and some wildly 
experimental. Some schools may be church-related, some are not. Despite the 
relatively small percentage of the total U.S. population they serve, Independent 
schools have educated "proportionately, a far larger number of presidents, 
senators, governors, business leaders, reformers, writers and scientists" 
(Edwards, 1994, p.1). Of the 1,000 NAIS member schools, 716 are considered 
day (as opposed to boarding) schools and of those 314 are elementary day 
schools (National Association of Independent Schools, 1998). 
The roots of the modem independent day school can be traced to two 
sources: the proprietary town schools of the colonial period and the church 
schools of that era. Entrepreneurs willing to teach anything a person wished to 
learn founded many of the proprietary schools. By the end of the 19" century, a 
new type of school was emerging In the environs of major cities. The first of 
these, Giiman School, in Baltimore, was founded In 1897 in order to offer the 
best aspects of boarding schools, yet the students would be safely home at night 
and during the weekends (Kraushaar, 1972). Early in the 20" century, more 
"country day" schools opened throughout the country and by 1937 over 100 
schools were founded to offer: •1) A full day program of academic and 
extracurricular activities and 2) close home ties with full involvement of parents" 
(Kraushaar, 1972, p.77). Educators founded some of the schools and others 
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were founded by groups of parents wishing to offer an alternative to the local 
public schools. 
While certainly under the umbrella of private (or non-public) schools, 
Independent schools are proud of their Independence and are markedly different 
than other types of private schools, such as proprietary or parochial. There are 
three criteria used to define an independent school: they are non-profit and tax­ 
exempt operating under a 501(c)(3), which requires a racially nondiscriminatory 
policy; they have freedom from local, state and federal government control; and 
they have seW-perpetuating Boards of Trustees. The independence of these 
schools was secured by two important Suprame Court cases, without which 
private educational institutions would be controlled by the state. The first was 
Dartmouth College vs. Woodward, which, interestingly, was argued by Daniel 
Webster In 1819. The Dartmouth case provided the under pinning for 
independence from the government by holding that private schools are 
contractual not constitutional entities. The second important case was decided in 
1925, Pierce vs. the Society of Sisters. The decision in Pierce gave the right to 
parents to choose the appropriate school setting for their children (Cslder, 1998). 
Al the center of independent schools is the Head of School (some prefer 
Headmaster or Headmistress). In the traditional role, Heads were viewed as 
benevolent despots, to whom everybody reported, and he/she was always 
considered "the boss"(Powell, 1996). John McPhee's book about Frank Boyden 
of Deerfield, The Headmaster, is perhaps the best description of the traditional, 
stable authorily figure. Mr. Boyden, who served as Deerfield's Headmaster for 
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over sixty years, desaibed hlmseW as, "indestructlble and infallible" (McPhee, 
1966,p.13). In addttion, the tradttional role is also prevalent because many of the 
Heads who founded their schools also owned them. As the founders became 
older, most of these schools dropped private ownership and sought not-for-profit 
status, with a governing Board (Powell, 1996). In similar writings about the 
college presidency, Mclaughlin (1996) notes that a successful college president 
becomes a "living logo" of the institution and io many people, the president Is the 
institution" (McLaughlin, 1996, p.8). And, Merante and Ireland, in writing about 
1 O successful small colleges, agreed, • the president Is the undisputed flag 
carrier of the institution" and "embodies the lne of the college" (Merante, J. A. & 
Ireland, R.C., 1993, p.28). 
This portrait Is changing. The posttion of Head is now far more 
complicated and the expectations of the leader are far reaching (Hedges, 2000). 
Many independent school newsletters chronicle the changing role and new 
demands on the Head. Interestingly, twenty-five years ago, Stevens (1974) 
interviewed several Heads about the changing tide of Headship. Most of their 
concerns. centered on the evaporation of standards, Board-Head relations, and 
the mounting pressures from the school's different constituencies. More current, 
popular Head newsletters, such as The Head's Letter and Ideas and 
Perspectives also are pointing to the myriad of problems that Heads are having 
with their governing bodies, the "consumer" parent, and the increasing 
complexity of administering an Independent school. For instance, 
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Today's parents tend to view their child's private-Independent 
school wllh a profound sense of ownership. Since they "make 
payments" to the institution, parents reason that their proper role 
should Include making explicit demands on teachers, on 
administrators, on Trustees, and on the culliculum Ilse� (Staff, 
Ideas & Perspectives, August 9, 1999, p. 37). 
Compare that sentiment wllh that of one written in 1973 about the 
relationship between a school and the parents, "Traditionally thera has been a 
limited relationship between the parents and the headmaster" (Nostrand, 1973, 
p.13). And, 
More and more headmasters are finding ways to encourage parental 
contributions to the educational experience at the school. It is not 
inconceivable, then, to imagine the day when parents assume a greater 
role in the teaching area, perhaps even in the actual administration, of the 
school (Nostrand, 1973, p.15). 
As the role of the Head is changing, the length of time a person spends as 
Head in one school is decreasing. In 1972, the average tenure for heads was 7 .3 
years, twenty years later, in 1992, tt was 6.9 years (Edwards, 1994) and, 
according to Jeff Moredock, Vice President for Institutional Leadership of NAIS, 
the average tenure of a Head in 1999 is between 5 and 6 years (J. Moredock, 
personal communication, September 1, 1999). Heads are not remaining at the 
same school for as long as they did a generation ago. There are countless 
stories of executives being fired, or leaving their posts early (Edwards, 1994; 
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Hedges, 2000; Lawson, 1991; Ledyard, 1987). Because of their briefer stints, 
schools suffer In a number of ways: financially, emotionally and educationally 
(Edwards, 1994). If, as Nason (1980) wrote about college presidents, leaders 
with long tenure guided the greatest creative periods In institutional development, 
then why is the average tenure of a school Head declining? There are a number, 
albelt small, of current elementary day school Heads, who have served their 
current schools for more than 15 years. What makes these leaders successful in 
times of frequent Head turnover? 
Leadership 
Research in effective leadership began In the 20., century. Many 
definitions and theortes of leadership have surfaced and the results "have 
created a vast and bewildertng literature" (Yuki, 1998, p.8). Bennis & Nanus 
(1997) add, • Never have so many labored so long to say so little. Multiple 
interpretations of leadership exist, each providing a sliver of insight but each 
remaining an incomplete and wholly inadequate explanation" (Bennis & Nanus, 
1997, p.4). Sergiovanni (1992) states that leadership can come in many fonns 
and Bums (1978) distinguishes leadership from �-holding and brute power. 
However, ·most definitions share the assumption that it involves a social 
Influence process whereby intentional influence is exerted by one person over 
other people in an attempt to structure the activities and relationships in a group 
or organization" (Yuki, 1998, p.14). 
Bums (1978) In his Pulitzer Prize winning book, Leadership, identified two 
types of leadership: transactional and transfonnational. Transactional is exactly 
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what It says, a transaction. A leader will bargain or exchange gratification. The 
satisfactions gained In transactional relationships are usually short�ived and 
superficial. There are two major aspects of this type of leadership: contingent 
reward and management by exception. Transfonnatlonal leadership, on the other 
hand, occurs when a higher level of human conduct, motives, and values are 
shaped. Loftier goals are pursued and the leader and followers are transfonned. 
Perhaps the best modem example of transfonnational or charismatic leadership 
is Ghandi, who elevated the hopes and demands of millions of Indians. Charisma 
has a certain mystique. The word Is from the Greek meaning "gift" and was 
resbicted to the Christian church to describe healing talents until 1947 when Max 
Weber used the tenn to describe certain polltical leaders. In recent writings, the 
popular tenn has evolved Into a synonym for innovative leadership and the moral 
undertone has faded (Bensimon, 1993, p. 6). Gardner writes, 
Common sense suggests that we drop the historical and theoretical 
baggage that comes with the word, and accept the fact that it is 
now part of the popular vocabulary, referring in a more or less 
uncomplicated way to the magnetism, persuasiveness, or 
nonrational appeal of certain people (Gardner, 1990, p.35). 
The presence of a single trait does not make a charismatic leader; rather, 
there is a constellation of behaviors, dependent on one another with vision being 
the cornerstone (Conger, 1989). There are possible negative aspects to a 
charismatic leader. For example, the leader is so wrapped up in the big picture 
that he/she forgets the details that make the organization operate successfully. 
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Also, succession is difficult and a vacuum is often created when a charismatic 
leaves, as he/she Is too fond of the spotlight to share H (Conger, 1989). 
As Is the case with most studies of leadership, there has been controversy 
over the relationship between transactional and transfonnational leadership, or 
sometimes posited as leadership and management (Yuki, 1989). Some authors 
believe there Is no correlation between the two, described as orthogonal, and 
others write that some leaders share both processes (Silins, 1994 ). Hoover 
(1991) found the model proposed by Bass in 1985 in business, concemlng 
transactional and transfonnational strategies, also emerged in independent 
school Heads. Hoover selected forty-five Heads to detennine whether these 
individuals utilized similar leadership styles to tvmy officers and business leaders 
studied in the past. As documented in Bass's original work, employees' 
satisfaction and efficacy were more correlated with transfonnational leadership 
than transactional leadership. Fields and Herold (1997) suggested that 
subordinates could distinguish between the two types of leadership when they 
describe behaviors of their superiors. Silins (1994) presented evidence that there 
is a positive link between the two types of styles, as transactional behaviors 
provide linkages to transfonnational leadership. In addition, some fonns of 
· leadership may inspire some followers, while causing contempt in others 
(Yammarino and Bass, 1990). An effective (long-tenn) school head must employ 
. both types of leadership in order to run a successful school. The transactional­ 
transfonnational model Is a continuum where both styles are utilized. Leadership 
should be viewed as an extension of management, not as an opposHe (King, 
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1989). Covey articulates, "Obviously both kinds of leadership are necessary. But 
transfonnational leadership must be the parenr (Covey, 1991, p.287). 
Two Influential writers concerning transfonnational leadership In education 
are Leithwood and Sergiovanni. Lelthwood (1994) desaibes four dimensions of 
transfonnational leadership in education: 
1. development of a widely shared vision for the school; 
2. providing Individual support and Intellectual stimulation; 
3. encouraging democratic decision-making; and 
4. strengthening a school's culture by using symbols and rituals to signify 
the Institution's values. 
Sergiovanni (1990) proposed five dimensions to school-related transfonnational 
leadership: 
1. technical leadership and sound management techniques; 
2. human leadership which harnesses social and interpersonal potential; 
3. leadership which demonstrates expertise about education; 
4. symbolic leadership; and 
5. cultural leadership, which gives the school identity over time. 
Gurr (1996) agrees with both Lelthwood and Sergiovanni but believes that this 
concept of school leadership must be built upon. He anticipates that future 
administrators will not only need to be transfonmational leaders, but also 
educational strategists. He believes that leaders will be working in an 
environment where the future is not known with any certainty. Therefore, 
effectiveness will be detennined by a leader's understanding resource 
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implications of adopting different school-related strategies. Slmllarty, reflecting on 
his role as a leader, Steven Jobs of Apple Computer noted, "a leader should 
operate as both architect of the future and kaaper of the vision" (Bass and Avolio, 
1994, p. 133) . :  
In their book, Reframing Organizations: Artistry, Choice and Leadership. 
Bolman and Deal (1997) write about leaders working effectively in the four 
frames of an organization: structural, human resource, political, and symbolic. 
They note that effective leaders examine any situation from different vantage 
points in order to develop a full picture. The ability to frame and reframe a 
problem allows a leader to develop new strategies, as each of the frames offers 
advantages and, of course shortcomings. 
Goleman (1998) creates a strong case for emotional intelligence as the 
crucial part of effective leadership. While analyzing his collected data, which 
included IQ and technical skills, he found emotional intelligence to be two times 
as Important as the other traits and skills for employment succass. His five 
components of emotional intelligence: seW-flWareness, seW-regulation, motivation, 
empathy, and social skill are both genetic and acquired. Similarty, the five-factor 
model of leadership was developed many years ago and lay donnant for over 
twenty years (Cannella & Monroe, 1997). During the 1980s the model was 
revived and is now considered a major concept of leadership (McAdams, 1992). 
The five factors that comprise the model are neuroticism, extraverslon, openness 
to experience, agreeableness, and conscientiousness (Cannella & Monroe, 
1997). In the late 1980s a high correlation was found between the MBTI and four 
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of the five faclo<s. The researchen;, McCrae and Costa, found strong correlations 
between the MBTI extraversionlintroversion and the five-factor extraversion, the 
MBTI sensing/intuition and f,ve-factor openness, the MBTI thinking/feeling and 
five-factor agreeableness, and Ule MBTI judging/perceptive and the five-factor 
conscientiousness (Fitzgerald & Kirby, 1997). 
Board-Head Relationship 
As stated earlier, a Head's relationship with the Board Is an 
important, and a potentially contentious one. The relationship between the board 
and the head is crucial in detennlnlng organizational performance (Edwards, 
1994). In many ways a Head's relationship with the Board Is similar to that of a 
Superintendent of schools, a private college President, or a Chief Executive of a 
nonprofit organization with their Boards and a great deal of adaptable research 
has been completed in those spheres. All of these executives report to a Board, 
and are ultimately responsible to them. Boards of these organizations are often 
tanned tripartite systems in which the three branches of Ule organization: the 
executive, Ule staff, and the board are separate entities. The first tripartite system 
was documented at Harvard University in 1636 when, sure enough, the Board 
fired the president (Houle, 1989). In their book about the college presidency, 
Presidential Leadership, Fisher and Koch (1996) draw parallels to the Head's 
position when they note, "the woeful state of the college presidency Is a direct 
and almost inevitable result of unwise governing board policies and presidents 
who do not understand the principles of leadership and power" (Fisher and Koch, 
1996, p.334). In tenns of Presidential (and Head) success, they write, "The board 
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must endow the president with authority and both its policies and practices must 
require all campus constituencies to deal with the president" (Fisher and Koch, 
1996, p.331 ). 
In an article entltled, "The Community College Presidency: Qualities for 
Success", Pierce and Pedersen (1997) draw a parallel to a Headship and his or 
her relationship to a Board when they name three qualities needed to succeed as 
a President of a Community College: personal adaptability; role flexibility; and 
sound judgment. In order to achieve personal adaptability an individual must be 
able to move comfortably around and among all the various stakeholders and 
constituencies, including the Board of Trustees. Role flexibility is the ability to 
mediate among the constituencies and build collaboration. Finally, sound 
judgment Is the ability of the individual to listen to various and wide-ranging 
voices leading to a common ground. 
The Board-Head relationship requires •a strong sense of balance, a high 
degree of trust, a willingness to follow as well as lead" (Robinson, 1998, p.1 ). In 
the past, It was clear that the Board set policy and the Head administered the 
school. However, a lack of trust, insufficient nurturing of the Head, poor 
communication, and minimal cultivation and education of Board members by the 
Head have led to strained relations between the Executive and the governing 
body in many institutions (Edwards, 1994 ). Inappropriate Board meddling is 
documented thoroughly (Edwards, 1994; Hawley 1994; Lawson, 1991; Ledyard, 
1987; McKay & Grady, 1994). Furthermore, high trustee turnover and not enough 
disinterested Board members were also major reasons for frequent head 
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turnover (Hawley, 1994,1995). In Hawley's research, the data suggested when 
members of the Board do not have their own children enrolled in the school 
(defined as disinterested), the Heads remain longer. This is interesting to note, 
as nation-wide over 70% of trustees on elementary day school boards are 
current parents (Ledyard, 1987). Also, the extended tenure of the Board chair 
and hlsnler posHive relationship with the Head lead to longer Head term of office 
(DeKuyper, 1998; Griffin, 1999). Wickenden (1996) promoting a new Heed­ 
Board model, lists three factors for Board ineffectiveness: 
1. High levels of frustration among trustees about the quality of their Board 
experience; 
2. increasing concern emong Heeds about Board interference; 
3. a general lack of effectiveness among Boards in furthering the strategic 
development of their schools. 
In an article about community-based not-for-profil trustees, Roberts and Connors 
(1998) outlined reasons for partnership failures between Boards and the Chief 
Executive Officer. 
1. Failing to keep trustees fully informed; 
2. falling to involve trustees in crucial strategic directions eariy enough to 
enable effective input; 
3. expecting unqualified support without effective involvement; and 
4. putting a low priority on trustees' development efforts. 
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Furthennore, Ortikof and Totten (1999) summarized the "seven deadly sins" of 
ineffective governance: 
1. Representational governance is when Board members believe they 
were chosen to serve in order to represent a particular constituency. 
2. Lack of mission focus; 
3. Resisting change rather than leading It. 
4. Bad governance infonnation Is when the Board receives too much 
irrelevant infonnation and not enough detail about strategic Issues. 
5. Reluctance to remove nonperforming or dysfunctional Board members; 
6. bad governance structures; 
7. lack of job descriptions. 
In recent literature oonceming Heads and Boards the emphasis Is on 
collaboration (Hannan and Heimovics, 1991; National Center for Nonprofit 
Boards, 2000; Rubin, 1998; Taylor, Chait and Holland, 1996) and trust (Edwards, 
1994, 1999). The accepted rules of the past: governance is governance, 
administration is administration, and •governance Is not managemenr are being 
questioned (Dayton, 1987,p. 4). The Board's progress, performance, and 
successes have become U,e executive's responsibility (Hannan and Heimovics, 
1991). Traditionally, nonprofit organizations are hierarchical. While that nonn 
has changed, many institutions have been slow to reflect the change (Edwards, 
1994 ). The emerging model is one where "the chief executive is the center of 
leadership for the organization• (Hennen and Heimovics, 1991,p. 54 ). [Italics 
theirs] Effective executives take more responsibillty for creating board-centered 
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leadership. Rubin (1998) defines collaborative leaders as interpersonal and 
lnterinstitutional managers. This is not to state that Heads take over the board's 
role; rather, the Head assists the board as never before In fuffilllng their duties 
(Taylor, et. al., 1996). Creating a relationship that includes fonnal and infonnal 
interactions, as well as meeting with individual trustees each year and developing 
personal ties with each trustee are considered time well-spent (Scott, 1997). An 
Independent school newsletter translated Hannan and Heimovics work into a 
working model for a Head's evaluation. The six skills utilized were: 
1. Facilitating interaction with the Board. 
2. Showing consideration and respect toward Board members. 
3. Envisioning change and innovation with the Board. 
4. Promoting Board accomplishments and productivity. 
5. Initiating and maintaining a structure for Board work. 
6. Providing helpful infonnation to the Board (Staff, Ideas & Perspective, 
1992b, p.23). 
In addition, trust level in the Board's relationship with the Head is also deemed as 
critical to a school's success. The following suggestions for Improving trust were 
written recentiy in an article in a newsletter to Independent School Trustees: 
1. Honor your commitments. 
2. Communicate openly and honestly. 
3. Always use appropriate channels of communication. 
4. Understand and fuffill your role and responsibillties. 
5. Be prepared by keeping yourseW infonned. 
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6. When making decisions for the organization, leave your personal agendas 
at home. 
7. Understand what constitutes conflicts of interest and sbive hard to avoid 
them In your relationship with the institution. 
8. Honor the "Principle of No Surprises". 
9. Respect and uphold the confidentiality of the board's business. 
10.Respect each olhe(s time, feelings, and points of views (Edwards, 1999, 
p.6). 
In a recent nonprofit newsletter It was noted, 
The short tenures and relatively high turnover in nonprofit executive 
directors present a real threat to the heatth of the nonprofit sector and 
suggest that many board-executive relationships may suffer from a trust 
deficit. Although other problems conbibute to this repid turnover, the absence 
of trust alone is enough to undermine otherwise potentially effective 
relationships. Therefore It is time we started being deliberate about 
developing and maintaining trust In our organizations (Bowman and Edwards, 
p.1 ). 
Collaboration and trust are very different topics of discussion about 
governance than witnessed a generation ago when Heads had a tradltional, 
hierarchical, and distant relationship with their Boards (Staff, Ideas & 
Perspectives, 1992b). For example, a dissertation written in 1973 about Heads of 
Schools explained the practices of the day, 
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In a sense, the headmaster Is the primary "trustee" of the School 
since the school has been placed in his charge. Furthennore, he 
was hired because the board fett he was the best man for the 
position. It would therefore seem logical to assume that although 
there were a few sacred trustee grounds upon which the 
headmaster could not trespass, he should have a fairly free reign to 
conduct the school as he saw fit (Nostrand, 1973, p.16). 
The lack of concern and the limtted research In successful Board-Head relations 
In the past is also punctuated by Otto Kraushaar's book (1972), which was a 
major study about American non-public schools. Out of almost 400 pages, only 
four are dedicated to independent school trusteeship. 
In addition to the above changes in governance styles, scholars find that 
successful executives are "boundary spanning" (Dollinger, 1964, p.352). More 
than networking, boundary spanning "is directed externally across the boundaries 
of the organization to manage the organization's dependence on those external 
factors that detennine the availabiltty of the resources necessary to carry out its 
mission" (Hannan and Helmovics, 1991, p.128). Executives who boundary span 
are more successful as they are able to deal with a variety of stimuli and 
ambiguous infonnation (Dollinger, 1964). Also, Dollinger correlates personal 
characteristics with those who boundary span and mentions "flexibility, 
extroversion, tolerance of ambiguity, sett-assurance, need for visibility, and savoir 
fair • (Dollinger, 1964, p.353). Effective Heads know how to strengthen and 
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expand their connections with external Interests in order to retain reliable 
information and plan strategically (Herman and Helmovics, 1991 ). Finally, 
scholars worry that heads that do not boundary span will become more like 
middle managers as the Board controls the broader strategies (Staff, Ideas & 
Perspectives, 1992). The readings suggest that long-term Heads will be 
somewhat extraverted and understand the importance of Board relations and 
boundary spanning. 
The corporate world is also showing some of Iha same problems. As 
corporate boards continue to add independent outside directors, the position of 
CEO Is also changing. The average tenure of a Fortune 500 CEO is seven years 
(Carey and Ogden, 2000). Similar to Heads of School, the CEOs are facing 
Board trouble: 
Once asked to join the board, these outside directors, more than likely 
selected by the CEO, are then expected to do an about-face and act as 
guardians of shareholder interest. Directors are caught in a bind because 
of the conflicting nature of their duties. They feel a natural loyalty to the 
CEO who may have selected them, whom they may have worked closely 
with for some time, and who may even be a personal friend. On the other 
hand, directors increasingly feel the weight of their fiduciary 
responsibilHies as boards are regularly singled out by institutional 
shareholder groups, aided by the press In !hair efforts to push for greater 
company perfonnance and to dispense with CEOs who appear to be 
thwarting that effort 
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(Garey and Ogden, p.93). 
As companies continue the trend of outside directors, scholars note that directors 
will become "less beholden to the CEO: less like employees, more like owners• 
(Carey and Ogden, p. 193). 
Leadership Traits and Personality Types 
The study of leadership traits has had a turbulent past. Most of the trait 
studies In the first haW of the 20" century were dispelled by Stogdill in 1948 as his 
review of that eariy research failed to support the basic premise that a person 
must possess a particular set of traits to become a successful leader and that 
traits of leaders tend to differ with the circumstances (Bass, 1990). Current 
research proclaims that possession of particular traits increases the likelihood 
that leaders will be effective, but they do not guarantee effectiveness. A leader 
with certain traits could be effective in one situation but ineffective in a different 
situation (Gardner, 1990; Yuki, 1998). In 1974, Stogdill revised his beliefs about 
leadership traits in a new study: 
The leader is characterized by a strong dlive for responsibility and task 
completion, vigor and persistence In pursuit of goals, 
venturesomeness, and originality in problem solving, drive to exercise 
initiative in social situations, self-confidence, and sense of personal 
identity, willingness to accept consequences of decisions and action, 
readiness to absorb interpersonal stress, willingness to tolerate 
frustration and delay, ability to influence other persons' behavior, and 
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capacity to structure social interaction systems to the purpose at hand 
(Bass , 1990, p.86). 
Are there common personality types and leadership traits among the long-tenn 
Heads? The literature suggests there are. In order to verify this conjecture, the 
Myers-Briggs and the Muttifactor Leadership Questionnaire (MLQ) will be 
administered to each Head. The Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI) is a notable 
and widely used personality instrument (Evans, 1996). Studies of Myers-Briggs 
"suggest a far from random distribution of temperament types aa-oss 
occupations• (Clark & Guest, 1995). Fonn G of the MBTI detennines preferences 





The combinations of these preferences result in 16 different personality types. 
Katharine Cook Briggs and her daughter Isabel Briggs Myers developed the 
instrument in the 1940's, guided by the works of Cari G. Jung, the Swiss 
psychiatrist. 
Jung was considered the "heir apparent to Freud's psychoanalytical 
kingdom• (Spoto, 1995, p.4) but separated himseW from Freud's camp in the 
following letter, written In 1912: 
Dear Professor Freud, 
I shall submH to your wish to discontinue our personal 
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relationship, for I never force my friendship on anyone. For the 
rest, you yourseff know best what this moment means to you. "The 
rest is silence ... • 
Yours sincerely, 
Jung (Spoto, 1995, p. 4) 
Jung's book, Psychological Types, was published in 1921, the first subsequent to 
his break with Freud (Hopcke, 1999). Here Jung postulated that people sort 
mental habits among three opposite poles: extraversion/lntroverslon, 
sensing/intuition, and thinking/feeling. Briggs and Myers added a fourth 
dimension labeled judgement/perception. 
Before she was Introduced to Jung's Psychological Types, Katharine Cook 
Briggs wrote an essay in 1926 for The New Republic describing four personality 
types: meditative, spontaneous, executive, and sociable (Myers, 1995). She and 
her daughter, Isabel, started a data bank from informal questioning of friends and 
acquaintances about habits and decision-making processes. Once Katharine and 
Isabel read Jung's book, they began to incorporate his work Into theirs and 
refined their instrument many times before publishing It for the first time in 1947 
(Nadel, 1996). 
Bass and Avolio developed the MLQ in 1990. The questionnaire measures 
seven leadership factors. The seff-reting form will be used in this study. The MLQ 
has been utilized in many areas, Including business, military, volunteer 
organizations, and higher education. The literature suggests that the MLQ is 
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The study seeks to determine if there are similarities among long�term 
Heads of independent elementary Schools in terms of their personality types and 
leadership styles. The leadership subjects for this study are Heads of National 
Association of Independent Schools (NAIS) affiliated independent elementary 
schools. All of the Heads identified are leading their respective schools for at 
least fifteen years. The original list was obtained from NAIS in Washington D.C. 
during a meeting with Jeff Moredock, Vice President, on October 29, 1999. The 
subjects (n=27) are from fifteen stales and their schools provide instruction to 
students in the elementary grades, defined as at least as far as third grade and 
no further then ninth grade. 
Research Method and Design 
A nonexperimental, correlational design will be used in this study. The 
Instruments to be used are the Bass Multifactor Leadership Questionnaire (MLQ- 
5x-Short), the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI Form G), and interviews. 
In order to produce an Instrument to quantify transactional and 
transformational leadership styles, Bass used responsas from 70 male 
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executives and descriptions from IHerature in order to accumulate 142 Hems to 
describe the two forms of leadership. A cadra of graduate students culled the 
number of Hems to 73, which became the basis of the MLQ. After several 
analyses and revisions, Form Five (5x-short) of the MLQ was adopted. There are 
two questionnaire forms: the seff-rating form, in which the leader rates him or 
herseff as a leader, and the rater from In which the subordinates rate the leader. 
The seff-rating form will be used in this study. Hoover (1991) found the 
leadership factors found in business by the MLQ were viable In educational 
leadership. In addttion, the literature (Hoover, 1991; Ingram, 1997; King, 1989) 
suggests that the MLQ is valid and reliable for measuring the constructs of 
transformational and transactional leadership in educational settings. 
The Muttifactor Leadership Questionnaire was developed in order to 
measure which behaviors leaders utilize. Included are questions that measure 
charisma, Intellectual stimulation, and individual consideration. The term 
idealized influence has been substituted for charisma. When viewed collectively, 
these constitute transformational leadership. In addition, the MLQ asks questions 
which measure the elements of contingent reward and management by 
exceptions, which together constitute transactional leadership. In the MLQ, 
respondents are asked to answer 45 questions regarding their leadership styles. 
For example, in one item, the leader is asked to judge him or herseff about, "I talk 
optimistically about the future." On another, he or she is asked, "I avoid making 
decisions". Each Hem has a fiv-tep Likert scale, ranging from "Frequently, if not 
always" to "Not at all". Adding the Hems and dividing by the number of Hems that 
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make up the scale derives the scores. All of the leadership styles (Idealized 
Influence, attributed and behavior, Inspirational Motivation, Intellectual 
Stimulation, Individualized Consideration, Contingent Rewards, Management-By­ 
Exception, active and passive and Laissez-Faire) have four items. In addition, 
Extra Effort has three Items, Effectiveness has four items, and Satisfaction has 
two items. The MLQ will measure the transformational and transactional 
leadership styles of the Heads of Schools. 
As stated previously, Bass's (1985) model of transformational and 
transactional leadership Includes 3 factors that distinguish and define 
transformational leadership: 
1. Charisma (or idealized influence). This factor is the degree to which a 
leader inspires loyalty, devotion, transmits a sense of mission, and 
followers want to identify with him or her. 
2. Intellectual stimulation. This factor is the degree to which a leader 
encourages followers to develop their own problem-solving qualHies 
and to question their own assumptions. 
3. Individualized consideration. This factor is the degree to which a leader 
is concerned with the individual needs and development of his/her 
followers. 
There are two factors that distinguish and define transactional leadership: 
1. Contingent reward. This factor is the degree to which a leader 
recognizes what subordinates need and through extrinsic rewards 
motivates them to reach objectives. 
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2. Management by exception. This factor Is the degree to which a leader 
utilizes negative feedback and avoids giving directions ff performance 
standards are met. 
In Form G of the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI), the Heads will 
answer 126 items that determine preferences on four scales: Extraversion­ 
lntroversion (E-1), Sensing-Intuition (S-N), Thinking-Feeling (T-F), and Judging­ 
Perceiving (J-P). The results provide a personality type, with 16 possibilities. The 
E-1 Indicant was designed to ascertain ff a person Is an extravert or an introvert 
as he or she relates to the wortd. The extravert prefers to focus on people and 
activities, while the Introvert prefers to focus on ideas and concepts. The S-N 
index also indicates how one perceives his or her wortd. The sensing person 
prefers to use facts and details and is practical, while the intuitive person is 
interested in future possibilities and implicit meanings. The T -F indicator is 
designed to ascertain one's judgement process. The thinking person is rational 
and makes decisions logically, while the feeling person depends on his or her 
feelings and prefers harmony in order to make choices. Finally, the J.P index 
refers to the preferred relationship with the external world, either organized, 
structured and orderty (J), or spontaneous, curious, and flexible (P). By 
combining the four letters a person's type is created. For example a person 
preferring the Extraversion, iNtuitlve, feeling, Perceiving scales would be called 
an ENFP type (Reardin, 1996). 
The preference scores are the basic scores for the MBTI. The preference 
score raflects the relative preference of one type (i.e. Extravert) over another 
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type (I.e. Introvert) (McCaulley, 1990b). However, types are not set in stone; 
rather, the types describe preferred ways of functioning In the wo�d. 
Based on Ca� G. Jung's theory of personality types, the MBTI was 
developed by Isabel Myers and her mother, Katharine Briggs. In 1942, Myers 
began to develop an indicator she hoped would help people understand one 
another better and become a tool to help prevent future warfare and she spent 
many years refining her measure (Smith, 1991). In 1962, the Educational Testing 
Service (ETS) published the MBTI for research only and In 1976, Consulting 
Psychologists Press published the test for applied settings. Since Its publication, 
the use of the MBTI has spread quickly and is utilized by professionals in 
business and not-for-profit organizations, as well as the public, in order to 
understand oneseff better and improve relations with others (Reardin, 1996). 
Mccaulley (1990b) has established the validity of the MBTI. 
In addition to these two measures, a sample of ten of the leaders, from 
different states, will be interviewed. The researcher developed an interview 
instrument to collect information on the individual schools, the Board of Trustees, 
and the School's effectiveness, in terms of strategic planning. While not a part of 
the correlation study, the interviews will be used qualitatively to detect trends. 
The purpose of the study and the interview will be explained to each of the 
selected Heads by mail, telephone, and face-to-face (Rea & Parker, 1997). Each 
interview will last approximately one hour, and will be taped, with their 
permission. 
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The questions regarding their relationships with their Boards will revolve 
around how they participate in decision making. First, who determines the 
agenda for the Board meetings? Do the Head and Chair establish the agenda 
together? Second, what is the process for selecting new Board members? Third, 
is the Head Involved with ongoing Board education? How? Fourth, does the 
Head have a personal relationship with each member? Fifth, does the Head 
believe there is open dialogue between him/her and the Board? Finally, is the 
Head's coalition with the Board, and parUcularty the chair, built from trust? The 
answers to these questions will establish W a successful, collaborative 
relationship exists with the Heads and their Boards of Trustees. 
Addltlonally, the Heads will be asked questions about their school's 
effectiveness utilizing success indicators noted in an article by Merante and 
Ireland entitled "The Competitive Edge: Why Some Small Colleges Succeed" 
(Merante, J.A. & Ireland, R.C., 1993, p.12). These derived questions are 
predominantly concerned with strategies securing the institution's future. 
Pilot interviews with three current NAIS, long-term secondary school 
Heads will precede the interviews with the selected group of long-term 
elementary school Heads. The Heads will be selected by their geographical 
proximity to the researcher. The purpose of the pilot Interviews will be to 
determine W the questions are relevant to long-term Headship. After setting 
appointments with the individuals, the purpose of the study will be explained in 
detail and the questions will be asked in a formal manner. After the formal query, 
informal discussion will ensue regarding the relevancy of the questions asked. 
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Should some questions be deleted? Are there questions that should be added? 
Each conversation will be taped, with their pennlssion, and the Heads will be 
assured there are no right or wrong answers and their responses are 
confidential. After the pilot interviews, ff necessary, modifications will be made to 
the interview. 
Data Collection 
Following approval by the lnsfflutional Review Board (IRB) to conduct the 
study, the researcher will make a personal phone call to each of the Heads and 
then send survey packets to the Heads who agree to participate. The packets will 
include a cover letter, copies of the instruments, and two seff-addressed 
envelopes for returning the completed surveys. The cover letter will include the 
purpose of the study, consent fonns (see Appendix A), assurances of 
confidentiality, explanation of the volunteer nature of the participation, and 
directions for returning the instruments. The MBTI will go directly to the Center 
for Application of Psychological Type (CAPT) and scored by a computer. 
Preference scores will be translated to a continuous scale. The second 
instrument (MLQ) will be returned anonymously to the researcher. 
Out of the original group of selected long-tenn Heads, ten will be selected 
for an interview. The ten, each from a different state, will be called personally by 
the researcher to arrange a convenient time to meet in order to answer questions 
for an hour. The Heads will again be told about the research project, 
confidentiality, and the volunteer nature of participation in the project. Prior to the 
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Interview, written infoRned consent will be obtelned (See Appendix B). Each of 
the interviews will be taped, with the Head's permlsslcn, 
Data Analysis 
The statistical analysis is divided into descriptive and inferential statistics. 
The descriptive statistical procedures provide a profile of the Head's school, 
his/her relationship with the Board of Trustees, and strategic planning. Frequency 
distributions and measures of central tendency will be used. The descriptive 
statistics will be reported, Interpreted, and recommendations made for future 
studies. The inferential statistical procedure used will be the Pearson product 
moment correlation, which will deteRnine the strength and direction of the 
relationships between personality types, as measured by the MBTI. Leadership 
styles, as measured by the MLQ, of the long-teRn Heads of School will be 
measured by Spearman rho, for ordinal correlation. In addition, a one-sample t­ 
test will measure the strength of the MBTI choices. 
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CHAPTER IV 
THE FINDINGS OF THE STUDY 
Introduction 
The primary purpose of this study was to investigate the relationship, if 
any, in tenns of personality types and leadership styles among long-tenn, 
elementary school Heads of independent schools. The study sought to detennine 
if the Heads utilize transactional leadership styles, transfonnational leadership 
styles, or both. In addition, the study attempted to find if the Heads' preferences 
in the Myers-Briggs are distinct or polar. Also, in the MBTI, are the Heads 
predominately extraverted (E) and intuitive (N). Finally, the study sought to find if 
the Heads have a collaborative relationship with their Board of Trustees. Tables 
of summarized data are presented in Chapter IV, as are the findings of the study. 
The purpose of this chapter is to present, as well as analyze, the data In order to 
answer the research questions. 
Characteristics of the Sample Population 
During the 1999-2000 school year, 35 lndependent, elementary school 
Heads were identified as serving their current schools for at least 15 years. This 
list was obtained from Jeffrey Moredock. Vice-President of the National 
Association of Independent Schools. The researcher was able to obtain data 
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from 27 of these Heads (77%), all of whom completed the Muttifactor Leadership 
Questionnaire (MLQ), sent back to the researcher, and the Myers-Briggs Type 
Indicator (MBTI), sent to the Center for Applications of Psychological Type, Inc. 
(CAPT), in order to calculate continuous scores. Sixteen of the respondents were 
men and 11 were women. The inferential statistical utilized were: the Pearson 
product moment correlation, which detennlnes the strength and direction of 
relationships between personality types, as measured by the MBTI; a one­ 
sample I-test to measure the strength of the Heads' MBTI choices; and, the 
Speannan rho, a nonparametric correlation, which detennines the strength and 
direction of leadership styles, as measured by the MLQ. 
Additionally, ten of the Heads, each from a different state, were 
interviewed in order to detennine If they work collaboratively with their Boards 
and plan strategically. General questions regarding the Heads' schools were also 
asked. Tables and summaries will be utilized to present this infonnation. 
After an inltial phone call to each of the Heads, a packet of material 
containing an introductory and pennlsslon letter, a MBTI packet, a MLQ packet 
and two stamped self-<1ddressed envelopes was sent to each Head. Responses 
from the 27 study subjects were received from April 7, 2000 to June 11, 2000. 
Additionally, ten (seven men and three women) of the Heads were called and 
requested to volunteer for a personal Interview. A consent letter followed. The ten 
Interviews were conducted from April 14, 2000 to May 12, 2000. 
Table 1 displays the 27 Heads by their four-letter type as detennlned by 
the MBTI. For example, there are six Heads with the type designation ENT J 
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(bottom right hand comer). This means they preferred Extraversion, iNtuition, 
Thinking, and Judging. On the far right each of the preferences is listed 
individually, by number and percent. Additionally, pairs of preferences are noted, 
such as IJ (Introverted, Judging) or ET (Extraverted, Thinking). These, too, are 
followed by the number and percentage of the Heads. The first grouping of four 
combines the direction of energy (E or I) with orientation to the external world (J 
or P). The second four combine perception (S or N) and judgment (T or F). The 
third foursome combines orientation of energy (E or I) and perceptions (Sor N). 
The fourth grouping combines the judging function (T or F) and the orientation to 
the external wortd (J or P). The final group (S, N, T, and F) displays the number 
and percentage of the Heads whose dominant function is Sensing, iNtuHion, 
Thinking, or Feeling. These two dichotomies, S-N and T-F, reflect basic 
preferences for utilizing perception and judgment. Jung postulated that everyone 
uses these four basic functions, but prefers one. In the MBTI Manual, the authors 
define the four functions: 
-Sensing (S) seeks the fullest possible experience of what is immediate 
and real. 
-lntuttion (N) seeks the furthest reaches of the possible and imaginative. 
-Thinking (T) seeks rational order in accord with the nonpersonal logic of 
cause and effect. 
-Feeling (F) seeks rational order in accord with the creation and 
maintenance of hannony among important subjective values (Myers, I.B., 
McCaulley, M.H., Quenk, N.L. & Hammer, AL., 1998, p. 25). 
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The table is organized so that similar types are contiguous. Each type has 
three letters In common with any adjacent type. Thus, one can look at the table 
and view qualities shared by the groups of type (See Table 1 ). 
MBTI Results 
Table 1 
Frequencies for the MBTI 
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While no one type stands out (ENTJ-22%, ESFJ-11%, ESTJ-11%, INTP- 
11%), the table Is interesting as tt Is heavily loaded on the top (ISTJ-INTJ, 
representing 22.23% of the Heads) and bottom (ESTJ-ENTJ, representing 52% 
of the Heads). This Indicates a very strong preference toward Judging (J), no 
matter what the type. At the bottom of the table (EST J-ENT J), 58% of the Heads 
are represented, showing a strong lnctlnation toward Extraverslon (E) and 
Judging (J}-EJ. Additionally. 48% of the Heads are on the right hand side, which 
indicates a preference toward Intuitive (N) and Thinking (T}-NT. In the comers of 
the table are also 48% of the Heads, which shows a preference toward Thinking 
(T) and Judging (J}-T J. 
Overall, 59% of the Heads were Extraverted (E), 63% were Intuitive (N), 
67% were Thinking (T) and 74% were Judging (J). As a group, the long-tenn 
Heads were similar in their preferences. In tenns of gender, the women were 
82% Extraverted, 73% Intuitive, 55% Thinking and 73% Judging. The men were 
44% Extraverted, 56% Intuitive, 75% Thinking and 75% Judging. The 11 women 
desaibed six types-ENTJ-3, ESFJ-2, ENFJ-2, INFP-2, ESFJ-1 and ENTP-1. 
The 16 men desaibed 9 types-ENTJ-3, ISTJ-3, ESFJ-2, ISFJ-2, INTP-2, ESTJ- 
1, ENTP-1, INFP-1, INTJ-1. Six of the types were not found in the Heads-lNFJ, 
ISTP, ISFP, ESTP, ESFP, and ENFP. 
The table addltionally notes the dominant functions - Sensing (S), 
Intuition (N), Thinking (T) and Feeling (F) - four distinct ways of knowing and 
interacting with the world. The two most prevalent functions for the Heads are 
thinking (44.44%) and feeling (25.92%). People who are well developed in these 
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two functions, "prefer to organize their experiences and plan for them. Once 
they've established a plan, they can be Irritated by the unpredlctablllty of the 
direct experience" (Thomson, 1998, p. 7). 
Also, the MBTI yields continuous scores for each scale ranging from less 
than 40 to over 150 with a raw score of 100. The continuous score frequency 
charts are found in Appendix C. A continuous score of greater than 100 points to 
Introversion (I), Intuition (N), Feeling (F) and Perception (P). Scores less than 
100 point to Extraversion (E), Sensing (S), Thinking (T) and Judgement (J). The 
farther a score is from 100, the stronger the preference. For example, a 
continuous score in J/P of 63 would show a stronger preference toward Judging 
(J) than a score of 95. Likewise a score of 125 would show a stronger preference 
toward Perceiving (P) than a score of 105. 
Extraverted IEYlntroverted (I) 
An extravert's mind is outwardly directed, while an introvert's mind is 
Inwardly directed. Most extraverts are relaxed, confident, and active. Introverts 
tend to be reserved, questioning and idea-people. In the United States, 
extraverts outnumber introverts three to one (Kroeger & Thuesen, 1985, p.36). 
However, Benfari (1991) writes that, there are almost twice as many Introverts in 
management as there are in the general population--44 percent, compared with 
25 percent generally (Benfari, 1991 ). In addition, in a National Representative 
Sample, tt was found that 46% of men (n=1,478) were Extraverted and 53% of 
women (n=1,531) were Extraverted (Myers, McCaulley, Quenk & Hammer, 
1998). As a group, the long-term Heads were 63% extraverted, which follows the 
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general population. However, there was a large gender difference. The women 
were 82% extraverted and the men were 56% introverted. 
Sensing ISYlntultlve IN) 
Sensing people depend on their five senses for perception. Intuitive types 
are more interested in possibilities. Myers (1995) notes that Intuitive types (N) 
make up only one-quarter of the general population. Therefore, that 63% of 
Heads with a preference for intumon Is Interesting to note, 
It may be that behaviors and skills natural to Intuition-such as future 
vision and long-range planning -are seen by organizations as particular1y 
valuable at higher levels in organizations. lntuttive types more naturally 
deal with broader issues, which can be seen by organizations as "leader" 
behaviors (Fitzgerald & Kirby, 1997, p. 26). 
Thinking CTYFeeling IFl 
Thinkers are often impersonal, logical and business-like. Feelers tend to 
be more personable, sentimental and sociable. The Thinking/Feeling preference 
is the only one that, in the general population, is gender- based (Myers, 1995). 
Most women are Feeling (F) and most men are Thinking (T). This may explain 
the difference in the sample. However, tt is interesting to note that several studies 
(Eagly, Kerau & Johnson, 1992; Weddle, 1992; Coleman, 2000) suggest a 
feminine leadership style. The more people-oriented, value-driven and 
collaborative feminine style is more indicative of a Feeling (F) type than a 
Thinking (T) type. In Coleman's research about women Heads in England and 
Wales, she noted, 
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most women manage their schools in a way that can cleariy be Identified 
as consultative and people orlented ... the choices also endorsed the 
importance placed on teamwork and on 'power to' rather than 'power over' 
(Coleman, 2000, p.26). 
Thinking types dominate in management positions in organizations-­ 
usually about 80% (Van Velsor & Fleenor, 1997, p.160). These authors 
addttionally write, 
Given the underrepresentation of Feeling managers in middle and upper 
levels of management, one might conclude that a group of potentially very 
effective managers is being seriously under-utilized in organizations (Van 
Velsor& Fleenor, 1997, p.160). 
Judging (J)I perception (Pl 
Judging types tend to be more decisive than curious. Perceptive people 
tend to be more curious than decisive. The Heads were 74% Judging. This 
preference was the clearest between the genders and the most prevalent. This is 
not surprising, as a study of Canadian school administrators (n=124) found that 
86% of them were Judging types and Myers (1995) notes about that 
phenomenon, 
Probably the ability to make endless decisions, great and small, and not 
grow weary is a necessity of IWe for those responsible for keeping 
educational systems on an even keel (Myers, 1995, p. 51). 
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In order to ascertain which of the four dichotomies -Ell, SIN, T/F or J/P­ 
(subsidiary question # 3) was the strongest and to test whether the Heads were 
distinct In their preferences (subsidiary question #2) , one-sample statistical and 
I-tests were calculated. These tests were calculated in order to display the 
strength of the Heads' preferences. The results are shown In tables 4.2 and 4.3. 
While certainly the I-value of -1.119 shows a preference toward Extraverslon (E), 
which 59% of the Heads preferred and the I-value of 1.489 shows a preference 
toward Intuition (N), which 63% of the Heads preferred, neither is as strong as 
the overall preference toward Thinking (T) -2.253, which 67% of the Heads 
preferred or Judging (J) -3.439, which 74% preferred. Even though the 
percentages show strong preferences and are fairly close in the four 
dichotomies, 59% (E), 63% (N), 67%(T) and 74% (J), the statistical and I-test 
show a far stronger overall preference to Judging (J) and Thinking (T) than to 
Extraversion (E) and Intuition (N). Therefore, while the Heads are predominately 
Extraverted (E) and Intuitive (N), they, as a group, are even more strongly 
Thinking (T) and very much Judging (J). 
Myers and Briggs added the J/P dichotomy, extending Jung's theory, 
"thereby making explicit one aspect of the theory that was Implicit but 
undeveloped" (Myers, McCaulley, Quenk & Hammer, 1998, p.22). Judging types 
like to settle things (Myers, 1995, p.69) and like to plan. They are decisive, 
. rational, seff-regimented, purposeful and exacting (Myers, 1995, p. 75). 
The MBTI yields continuous scores for each preference, with a raw score 
of 100. Table 2 shows the strength of the judging dichotomy as its mean Is 81.52, 
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with a standard deviation of 27.92, Is 18.48 from the raw score of 100. The next 
farthest dichotomy Is thinking with a mean of 90.48, a standard deviation of 
21.95, is 9.52 from the raw score of 100. 
Table 2 presents the one-sample statistical test of the four preferences. 
Table 2 
One -Sample Statistics 
One-Sllmple Statistics 
Sid. Std. Error 
N Mean Devlab Moen 
, � ,  27 95.30 21.85 4.21 
SIN 27 109.4-4 32.95 6.34 
T/F 27 90.48 21.95 4.22 






Table 3 displays a one-sample I-test which again displays the mean 
differences. This table further shows the strengths of the preferences. T-tests 
allow a researcher to detennine ff the small sample means differ statistically from 
the nonnal distribution. The Judging t score of -3.439 Is statistically significant at 
the .01 level (2. 779). Addttionally, the thinking t score is significant at the .05 level 
(2.056). 





Test v.iue • 100 
96% Conlldence 
1-oflhe 
Sig. Moen Oil'ferenoe 
t df (2-lalled) Dillerence Lower u� 
-· 
-1.119 29 .274 -4.70 -13.35 
s.,j 1.-489 29 .1-18 9.# -3.159 22.-18 
T/F ""2.253 29 .033 -9.52 ·18.20 -.84 






The Pearson product moment correlation was utilized in order to focus on 
the relationship between a pair of variables, in this case the four dichotomies. In 
this correlation, displayed in Table 4, a significant correlation is shown, at the .05 
level, between the Ell preference and the J/P preference-.399 and the SIN 
dichotomy and the J/P preference-.432. Again, this shows the enonnous 
strength of the Judging (J) clarity. 
Table 4 presents the correlation between the preferences in the Myers- 
Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI). 
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Table4 
Correlations Between MBTI Dichotomies 
-· 
� 
Ell � TIF J/P 
1.000 -.100 -.05,I .399" 
Slg.(2-) . .621 .791 .039 
N 27 27 27 27 
� ....... Correle1ion -.100 1.000 -.322 .432" 
s1g.12.-, .621 . .102 .024 
N 27 27 27 27 
TIF ........ Camllatlon 
-.05,I -.322 1.000 -.344 
Slg.(2-) .7111 .102 .078 
N 27 27 27 27 
J/P Pearson Correlation 
.399" .432" -.344 1.000 






In addition, the means, medians and ranges were calculated for the eight 
dichotomies by individual preferences. This measurement was calculated In 
order to ascertain W the Heads were clear in their preferences in the four 
categories (Ell, S/N,TIF, and J/P).These are represented in Table 5. In Form G of 
the MBTI, a V8I)' clear preference score is 41 or greater, a clear preference is 20- 
39, a moderate preference Is 10-19 and a slight preference is 1-9. The individual 
Heads were, in tenns of the means, clear in six of their eight preferences: 
Extraversion (E), Sensing (S), Intuition (N), Thinking (T), Judging (J) and 
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Perception (P). The Introverted (I) and Feeling (F) Heads were moderate in their 
preferences. It appears that long-term Heads are relatively clear in their 
preferences, the highest means being Intuition (1)-31.5 and, of course, Judging 
(J)-32.4. 
Table 5 presents the means, medians, and ranges of the four preferences. 
Table5 
Means, Medians. and Ranges For Preferences 
!El Ill ISi !Nl Ill  !Fl {Jl !Pl 
Mean 19.75 16.8 28.2 31.5 20.8 13.2 32.4 21.2 
Median 21 17 17 33 20 13 30 17 
Ranae 45-1 27-5 61-3 49-15 61-1 31-3 53-7 47-1 
MLQ Results 
In order to investigate whether the Heads were transformational leaders, 
transactional leaders. or both. the Multlfactor Leadership Questionnaire was 
administered. The scoring for the MLQ Is as follows: 0-not at all; 1-once In a 
while; 2-sornetimes; 3-falrly often and 4-frequenUy, W not always. The frequency 
results are presented in Appendix D. The Spearman rho was utilized in order to 
determine the relationship between a pair of variables, in which the data consists 
of rank. The reliability analysis is shown In Appendix E, showing an alpha of 
.7227. The entire Spearman rho correlsUon Is displayed In Table 4.6. In the 
Spearman rho, the following were signWicant correlations: 
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1. Contingent Reward: at the .01 significance level-ldeal Influence Attribute 
(.667), Extra Effort (.665), Effectiveness (.496), and Intellectual Stimulation 
(.490). 
2. Laissez- Faire: at the .01 significance level-ldeal Influence Behavior 
(-. 690), and Inspirational Motivation (-.547). 
3. Satisfaction: at the .05 significance level -Extra Effort (.389) and Intellectual 
Stimulation (.453). N. the .01 significance level-Effectiveness (.773). 
4. Extra Effort: at the .05 significance level-lnsplrational Motivation (.413) and 
Satisfaction (.389). Al the .01 significance level-Contingent Reward (.655), 
Ideal Influence Attribute (.656), Effectiveness (.620) and Intellectual 
Stimulation (.624). 
5. Effectiveness: al the .05 level of slgnifican�deal Influence Behavior 
(.417), and Individual Consideration (.395). Al the .01 significance level-­ 
Contingent Reward (.496), Ideal Influence Attribute (.577), Satisfaction (.773), 
Extra Effort (.620) and Intellectual Stimulation (.633). 
6. Ideal Influence Attribute: at the .01 level of significance-Contingent Reward 
(.667), Inspirational Motivation (.488), Extra Effort (.656), Effectiveness (.577), 
and Intellectual Stimulation (.526). 
7. Ideal Influence Behavior. at the .05 significance level-Effectiveness (.417). 
At the .01 significance level-Laissez-Faire (-.690), Inspirational Motivation 
(.548), and Intellectual Stimulation (.600). 
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8. Inspirational Motivation: at the .05 level of significance-Extra Effort (.413), 
Intellectual Stimulation (.452). at the .01 level of significance-Laissez- Faire 
(-.547), Ideal Influence Attribute (.488) and Ideal Influence Behavior (.548). 
9. Intellectual Stimulation: at the .05 level of slgnificence-lnspirational 
Motivation (.452) and Satisfaction-{.453). At the .01 level of significance-­ 
Contingent Reward (.490), Ideal Influence Attribute (.526), Ideal Influence 
Behavior (.600), Extra Effort (.624), and Effectiveness (.633). 
10. Individual Consideration: at the .05 significance level--Effectiveness (.395). 
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Additionally, in order to display central tendencies of the Heads' answers 
to the MLQ, the mean, median, and range of each sub-category, as answered by 
the long-tenn Heads, are shown In Tables # 7, 8, and 9. Table 7 shows the 
means of transactional leadership of 3.11, 1.38, 1.11,  and 0.5. Table 8 displays 
the outcome means of 3.5, 3.33, and 3.45. And, table 4.9 shows the strength of 
transfonnational leadership with means of 3.29, 3.6, 3,75, 3.375, and 3.5. 
Table 7 presents the means. medians, and ranges of transactional 
leadership In the MLQ. 
Tabie7 
Means, Medians, and Ranges of Transactional Leadership in the MLQ 
CR MBEA MBEP LF 
Mean 3.11 1.38 1.11 0.5 
Median 3.24 1.125 1 0.5 




MBEA=Management by Exception (Active) 
MBEP=Management by Exception (Passive} 
LF=Laissez-Falre 
Key of Frequency 
4.0=Frequentty, If not always 
3.0=Falrly often 
2.0=SomeUmes 
1.0=0nce in a while 
O.O=Not at all 




Means. Medians. and Ranges of the Outcomes in the MLQ 
SAT EE EFF 
Mean 3.5 3.33 3.45 
Median 3.5 3.33 3.5 





Key of Frequency 
4.0=Frequontly. W not always 
3.0=Falrly often 
2.0=Sanetimes 
1.0=0nce In a while 
O.O=Not at all 
Table 9 presents the means, medians, and ranges of transfonnational 
leadership in the MLQ. 
Table 9 
Means. Medians. and Ranges of Transformational Leadership in the MLQ 
IICAl IICBl IM IS IC 
Mean 3.29 3.6 3.6 3.26 3.37 
Median 3.4 3.75 3.75 3.375 3.5 
Range 2.25-4 2.25-4 3.00- 2.25-4 2.25-4 
4.00 
Note. Legend 
ll(A)=ldoalized Influence {Al1ributed) 
ll(B)=ldoalized Influence (Behavior) 
· IM=lnaplratlonal Motivation 
IS=lntellectual Stimulation 
IC=lnclYiduallzed Consideration 
Key of Frequency 




1.0=0nce In a while 
o.O=Not at an 
The specific questions for each of the 12 measures in Tables 7, 8, and 9 
are found in Appendix F. From Tables 7, 8,and 9 one can see that the Heads 
tend to prefer transformational leadership qualities. 
In the transactional leadership questions: Contingent Reward; 
Management-By-Exception-Active; Management-By-Exception-Passive and 
Lalssaz-Faire, the means, medians and renges were significantly lower than the 
transformational leadership data regarding Idealized Influence-Attribute, 
Idealized Influence-Behavior, inspirational Motivation and Individualized 
Consideration. The transactional leadership data were also far lower than the 
outcomes: Satisfaction: Extra Effort and Effectiveness. One aspect of 
transactional leadership stands out, Contingent Reward, with significant 
correlations in the Spearman rho and with a mean of 3.11, a median of 3.24 and 
a range of 1.66-3.75 In Table 8. The MLQ Manual notes, 
The high correlations between the transformational scales and 
transactional contingent reward leadership was expected for several 
reasons. First, both transactional and transformational leadership 
represent active, positive forms of leadership. Second, leaders have been 
shown in repeated investigations to be both transactional and 
transformational. Third, as Shamir argues, the consistent honoring of 
transactional agreements builds trust dependabiltty and the perceptions of 
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consistency with leaders by followers, which are each a basis for 
trensformational leadership. 
(Bass &Avolio, 1995, p.11). 
Howell and Avolio additionally write, "Contingent reward leadership Is 
viewed as an active and posHive exchange between leaders and followers 
whereby followers are rewarded or recognized for accomplishing agreed upon 
objectives (Howell and Avolio, 1993, p. 891 ). 
One can see that in the trensactional Leadership factors, on Contingent 
Reward has posHive correlations. Management by ExcepUon Active and 
Management by ExcepUon Passive have no significant correlations and Laissez­ 
Faire has two negative correlaUons. On the other hand, In the transformational 
leadership factors, there are many significant correlations. In addition, the 
outcomes: Satisfaction, Extra Effort and Effectiveness also show a large number 
of significant correlations. 
According to Bass, 
For optimal leadership, suggested is a mean of 3.0 or higher on each of 
the four scales of trensformational leadership, whose megnltude­ 
estimated anchors range from a true zero for the response of "never" to a 
maximum of 4.0 representing "frequently, ff not always." The response 
"sometimes" is set at 2.0. Contingent reward and active management-by 
exception should be at about 2.5 and passive management-by exception 
and laissez-faire leadership at 1.0 or below on the average (Bass, 1998, p. 
83). 
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One Interesting note is the Individual Conslderation (JC) score of 3.37. 
One of the questions (#15) is, "I spend time teaching and coaching.• Almost y, 
(13) of the long-tenn Heads answered with scores of 0-2. This appears to be low. 
It Is possible that these educators read that question in tenns of job, rather than 
that of a leader. 
Interviews 
Ten of the 27 Heads (37%, 7 men, 3 women) were selected to Interview. 
They represent 10 different stetes: CalWomia, Connecticut, Maryland, 
Massachusetts, Missouri, New Jersey, New York, Ohio, Rhode Island and 
Virginia. The questionnaire is found in Appendix G. The Heads were asked 
general questions regarding the length of his/her current Headship, the number 
of schools helshe has Jed, the size of the school he/she leads, the year the 
school was founded, who were the founders of the school, how many Heads 
previously led the school, and the length of tenure of the previous heads. A 
general description of the schools and Heads is shown Table # 4.10. The 
average length of leading his/her current school Is 19.4 years and for f,ve of the 
Heads this is their first Headship, for four it is their second Headship and for one 
his/her third. The average size of the schools is 358 and the average founding 
date is 1934. Educators were the founders of five of the schools, parents were 
founders of two of the schools and a combination of educators and parents 
founded three of the schools. The number of previous Heads ranged from nine to 
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zero. Eight of the schools enjoyed a history of Jong-tenured Heads, one school 
had a history of short tenures and one was mixed. 
Table 10 presents the means, medians, and ranges of the general 
descriptions of the Heads and their schools. 
Table 10 
Means, Medians. and Ranges of General Descriptions 
#1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 #6a 
Mean 19.4 five-1 358 1934 Parents-2 nlne-1 8-Lo� 
Median 18.5 four-2 350 1924 Educators-5 seven-1 1-Short 







#1-Represents the mean, median, and range of the number of years heading current school. 
#2-Represents the mean, median, •nd range of the number of schools he/she has headed. 
#3-Representa the mean, median, and range of the size of school he/she heads. 
#4-Represents the mean, median, and range of the year achool was founded. 
#5-Represents the answer to the question who were original founders? 
#6-Represents the number of previous Heads at the Individual schools. 
#6a-Represents the history of lengUl of tenure of Heads at the individual schools. 
A summary of each interview is presented for the questions regarding 
Board relations and school effectiveness in order to focus on certain trends. 
Board Relations 
A Head is hired by and responsible to a Board of Trustees. This is a 
crucial relationship as, "it is the relationshlps between boards and board chairs 
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and their paid executives that are pivotal in determining organizational 
performance• (Edwards, 1994, p.23). This complex relationship is integral In an 
independent school's success. The National Center for Nonprofit Boards 
surveyed chief executives and found they spent an average of nine hours a week 
on board-related issues. "Rather than feeling outnumbered by the board, the 
chief executive sees and utilizes Its membership as a way to leverage talent, 
resources, and energy on behaW of the organization" (Robinson, 1998,p.2). The 
following summarizes the interviews with each of the ten Heads in terms of Board 
relations. The specific questions are found in Appendix G. 
Head#1 
The agenda for the Board of Trustees' meetings and yea(s goals are 
determined by a collaborative effort between the President of the Board and the 
Head. An active Committee on Trustees (COT) selects new Board members. The 
Board members are educated annually, mostly by personnel from NAIS (National 
Association of Independent Schools) and the regional Independent Schools 
Association. This Head gets to know Board members through Board committees 
and writes a formal school report monthly as well as utilizes Informal strategies. 
Head #1 has worked with 10 Presidents, with two-year term limtt and perceived a 
sense of trust with each President. Sixty percent of Board members are current 
parents. The Head is not a voting member of the Board and is evaluated each 
year. 
Head #1 appears to have a healthy relationship wtth the Board. For 
example, the Head stated that he/she had an "absolute• perception of trust with 
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each President of the Board of Trustees. Additionally, the Head works 
collaboratively with the President of the Board to detennlne the agenda for the 
school. The Board is annually educated and enjoys an active Committee on 
Trustees. 
Head#2 
The agenda tor the Board of Trustees' meetings and yeafs goals are 
detennlned by a collaborative effort between the President of the Board and the 
Head, though It is 'more in the Head's lap•. An active Committee on Trustees 
(COT) selects new Board members and parents must serve on a Board 
committee before being selected as a member. The President and the Head 
conduct a two-night Board orientation each year. This Head prefers to get to 
know Board members through dinner parties. Head #2 writes a formal report nine 
times a year and also uses infonnal methods, such as notes and phone calls. 
This head has worked with twelve Presidents, with a six year limtt and perceived 
a sense of trust with each, though some more than others. Sixty percent of Board 
members are current parents. The Head Is a voting member of the Board and Is 
evaluated each year. 
Head #2 did not perceive trust in a few of the Presidents of the Board of 
Trustees that he/she served and this did cause turmoil during those years. 
However, overall the Head believed there was a strong connection between the 
Head and the Board. Of particular interest, the Board's policy is to have any 
member first serve on a committee before being asked on the Board. 
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Head#3 
The agenda for the Board of Trustees' meeUngs and year's goals are detemilned 
by a collaborative effort between the President of the Board and the Head. An 
active Committee on Trustees (COT) selects new Board members. The 
President and the Head conduct a Board orientation each year. Head #3 gets to 
know Board members through the workings of the school. E-mail is the dominant 
communication used by the Head with the Board. This Head has worked with 
four Presidents with no pre-detemilned length of term, and perceived a sense of 
trust with each President. Sixty-six percent of the Board members are current 
parents. This Head Is not a voUng member of the Board and is not evaluated. 
The Board of this school "Is mosUy male" and the Head appears to have a 
great deal freedom in his/her dealings with the Board. For example, the Head 
stated' "there was no real need to educate the Board in the field of governance". 
He/she did not socialize with Board members as, he/she "knew them through the 
school". 
Head#4 
The agenda for the Board of Trustees' meetings and year's goals are detemiined 
by a collaboraUve effort between the President of the Board and the Head. An 
active Committee on Trustees (COT) selects new Board members. The 
President and the Head conduct a Board orientation each year. Head #4 gets to 
know Board members through the workings of the school. This Head writes a 
report to the President every other week and a monthly report to the Board every 
month. This Head has worked with six Presidents, with no term limlt and 
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perceived a sense of trust with aach, except one. Eighty-live percent of the Board 
Is current parents. Tllls Head Is not a voting member of the Board and is 
evaluated every other year. 
This Head has a collaborative relationship with his/her Board of Trustees, 
"everything Is out In the open". Early in his/her tenure, there was a rocky 
relationship with the President, which almost led to the Haad's resignation. 
Haad#5 
The agenda for the Board of Trustees' meetings and year's goals are 
detennlned by a collaborative effort between the President of the Board and the 
Haad. Tllis school does not have a seff-perpetuating Board. Its parents, all of 
whom are members of the corporation, vote for the Board. A Board orientation 
occurs each year. The Head gets to know the Board as parents in the school. 
Head #5 uses written and oral communication with the Board. This Head has 
worked for six Presidents, with no pre-detennined length of tenn and did not 
perceive a sense of trust with three of the Presidents. Eighty-<>ight percent of the 
Board is current parents. Tllis Haad is not a voting member of the Board and Is 
evaluated each yaar. 
This Haad's ralationshlp with the Board is a bit different. The Board 
is not seff-perpetuatlng; the parent "corporation" votes for the membership. Tllis 
lack of seff-perpetuation the Head believes led to a lack of trust with three of the 
· six Presidents. The lack of trust stemmed from governance/administrative 
problems and a lack of confidentiallty. 
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Head#6 
The agenda and yeafs goals are determined at a formal planning session of the 
executive committee. An active Committee on Trustees (COT) selects new 
Board members. Each fall the school has a retreat with a consultant. Naw 
members of the Board must spend a day on campus. This Head gels to know the 
members of the Board by being an active member of the community. Head# 6 
uses phone calls and oral reports to communicate to the Board. The Head has 
worked for three Presidents, who have a maximum term of two consecutive three 
year terms and the Head perceived a sense of trust with each president. One hatt 
of the Board is made up of current parents. This Head Is a voting member of the 
Board and Is not evaluated. 
This school started as a proprietary school and became a not-for-prof� in 
1985. The school keeps a bit of the "proprietary" ouUook, which the Head finds, 
"good for everybody". For example, the Board is only haff current parents; 
however, each member Is required to spend a full day on campus evary year and 
the Board expects the Head to, "think of what Is going to happen five years from 
novt'. 
Head#7 
The Head and the Presidem, who meet formally once a month, determine the 
agenda for the Board's meetings and yea(s goals. In addition, all meetings of the 
Board will be satisfadory for all members. An active Committee on Trustees 
(COT) selects naw Board members and financial obligations are told up front. 
Board members are educated in governance, particularly the areas of 
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Institutional advancement, fiscal responsibility and non�nterference. The head 
gets to know the Board through social functions. This head primarily uses e;nail 
to communicate. In addition, once a week he/she reviews the list of Board 
members to see W he/she has had contact with them. Head #7 has worked with 
seven Presidents, with three-year tenns, and perceived a sense of trust with all 
of them. Eighty-nine percent of the Board is current parents. This Head Is not a 
voting member of the Board and Is evaluated each year. 
This school Incorporates many of the Quaker practices: "all meetings will 
be satisfactory for all members"; "mis-speaking about people Is taboo" and "all 
decisions are made by consensue". Additionally, the Head Is very social with the 
Board, getting to know them through oocktail and dinner parties. Before 
becoming a member of the Board, each person is told about their financial 
obligation to the school-"no less than $25,000". 
Head#8 
The agenda for the Board of Trustees meetings and yea�s goals are 
detennined by a collaborative effort between the President of the Board and the 
Head, with input from committee chairs. A detailed orientation occurs each year 
and retreats every 18 months. Head # 8 gets to know Board members through 
the workings of the school. An active Committee on Trustees (COT) selects new 
Board members. This Head writes a monthly report and meets weekly with the 
Board President. He/she has worked with eight Presidents, with a pre­ 
detennined tenn of two-five years, and he/she perceived a sense of trust with 
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each Chair. Approximately twenty percent of the Board members are not current 
parents. This Head Is a voting member of the Board and is evaluated each year. 
Head# 8 appears to have a healthy relationship with his/her Board. The 
agenda Is set collaboratively, the Committee on Trustees Is active, and there Is a 
detailed orientation regularly. 
Head#9 
The executive committee meets to discuss the agenda and yeafs goals 
and then the Head and President meet. New members are selected by the 
executive committee, who consult with the Head. There is a one-haff day 
orientation each year. This Head gets to know the Board through the workings of 
the Board of Trustees. Through writing, phone calls and committee meetings, this 
Head communicates with the Board. Head # 9 has worked with three Presidents, 
with no tenn limits and he/she perceived a sense of trust with each Chair. Twenty 
percent of the Board Is current parents. This Head is a voting member of the 
Board and is evaluated every other year. 
This school Is an anomaly as only 20% of its Board members are current 
parents. Addttionally, the Executive Committee is very strong, as It detennines 
the agenda and acts as the Committee on Trustees. Furthennore, the Head 
stated the "school is very stable" and when asked ff he/she sensed trust with 
each of the Presidents answered, "absolutely". 
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Head# 10 
The agenda for the Board of Trustees meetings and yeafs goals are 
detennlned by a collaboretive effort between the President of the Board and the 
Head. The Head commented that the Board needed a Committee on Trustees, 
as the process for finding new Board members was not good. There Is an 
orientation each year for the Board. This Head gets to know Board members as 
parents in the school. Head # 10 communicates primarily by an oral report at 
each meeting. This Head has worked wllh six Presidents, wllh no tenn limlt, and 
perceived a sense of trust wllh each. Sixty-six percent of the Board Is current 
parents. This Head is not a voting member of the Board and Is not evaluated. 
This school appears weak in its governance structure. For example, 
there is no Committee on Trustees-the Board ·ranks volunteers" and the 
orientation according to the Head is "weak and not enough". There are no set 
limits of tenn and actually, the present President has served "longer than he/she 
should". Additionally, the Board never fonnally evaluates the Head. 
Summary of Board Relations 
The President of the Board and Head establish the agenda setting for 
meetings and for the year In seven of the schools and by the Executive 
Committee and the Head in three of the schools. In eight of the schools, the 
Committee on Trustees fonnally goes through a seff-perpetuation process of 
selecting new Board members, one school chooses Its members In a more 
random fashion and in one school the parents vote. All ten schools educate their 
Boards. The most common examples were orientations and retreats. The Heads 
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get to know their Board members in three different ways: through the daily 
workings of the school communlty-7, through social even-2 and through other 
commlttees-1. The Heads communicate with their Boards in different ways: write- 
4; phone-2; e-mall-2 and orally-2. While they utilize different means of 
communication, each of the Heads underlined the importanca of communication 
and the "rule of no surprises". The number of Board Presidents and his/her 
length of term varied. As would be expected, the number of Presidents would 
vary with the length of a Head's tenure. However, five of the Heads stated that 
there was no term limtt for the President and one school had a term limit of six 
years and one five. Eight of the Heads peroelved a sense of trust with all of the 
Presidents. The two that did not perceive a sense of trust stated that they had a 
lack of trust with a few of their Presidents, early in their career. In total, the Heads 
served with 71 Presidents and only with four (.06%) did they not perceive trust. 
All of the schools had non-current parents on the Board of Trustees, with the 
average of 34.5% of the Board's membership. Six of the Heads were not voting 
members of the Board of Trustees. Finally, seven Heads seid they were 
evaluated each year. Two stated they were never evaluated and one was 
evaluated every other year. 
School Effectiveness 
The following summarizes the interviews with each of the ten Heads in 
terms of school effectiveness. These factors for an institution's success were 
gleaned from an article entiUed "The Competitive Edga: Why Some Small 
Colleges Succeed". The specific questions are found In Appendix G. 
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Head# 1 
This school has a published long-range plan, with a five-year ltte span. All 
of the school's constituencies assisted In the planning. This Head utilizes Division 
Heads to assess the working relationship between the faculty and administration. 
Approximately 33% of the Head's time is span! on fund-raising and this has 
Increased over his/her tenure. The Head works closely with the Admission 
Director to manage the school's enrollment and the school had defined Its niche 
as certain targeted communities. The school plans for physical plant 
Improvements through the long-range plan and has a capital budget line Item. 
Head#2 
This school has a published long-range plan, with a five-year ltte span. All 
of the school's constituencies assisted in the planning. This Head assesses the 
working relationship between the administration and faculty informally. 
Approximately 10-15 parcent of the Head's time is spent fund-raising and this 
has increased during his/her tenure. The Head works closely with the Admission 
Director to manage the school's enrollment and the school had defined Its niche 
as certain targeted communities. The school plans for physical plant 
improvements through the long-range plan and has a capital budget line Item. 
Head#3 
This school completes a long-range plan every three-five years. It does 
not publish the plan. This Head utilizes Division Heads to assess the working 
relationship between the faculty and administration. Head# 3 spends about five 
percent of his/her time on fund-raising and this has stayed the same. The Head 
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works closely with the Admission Director to manage the school's enrollment and 
the school had defined its niche as very traditional for able children. The school 
plans for physical plant improvements through the long-range plan and has a 
capital budget line item. The policy of the school ls to incur no debt. 
Head#4 
This school has a published long-range plan, with a ten-year IWe span, 
with a mid-way evaluation point at five years. Ail of the school's constituencies 
assisted in the planning. This Head utilizes Division Heads to assess the working 
relationship between the faculty and administration. Head # 4 spends about five 
percent of his/her time on fund-raising and this has increased. The Head works 
closely with the Admission Director and admission committee to manage the 
school's enrollment and the school had defined its niche as certain targeted 
communities. The school plans for physical plant improvements through the long­ 
range plan and has a capital budget line Item. 
Head#5 
This school has a published long-range plan, with a five-year IWe span. All 
of the school's constituencies assisted in the planning. This Head utilizes the 
administrative team to assess the working relationship between the faculty and 
administration. Up to 50% of this Head's time is spent on fund-raising and this 
has increased dramatically. The Head works closely with the Admission Director 
and admission committee to manage the school's enrollment and the school had 
defined its niche as certain targeted communities. This school rents its buildings 
and grounds; therefore, It does not plan or aliocste money for improvements. 
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Head#6 
This school has a published long-range plan, with a five-year IWe span. All 
of the school's constituencies assisted in the planning. This Haad Interacts with 
everyone on a daily basis in order to assess the working relationship between the 
faculty and admlnistraUon. Up to 50% of this Haad's time is spent on fund-raising 
and this has increased dramatically. The Haad works closaly with the Admission 
Director and admission committee to manage the school's enrollment and the 
school has defined its niche as always positioning and re-posttioning. The school 
plans for physical plant Improvements through the long-range plan and has a 
capttal budget line ttem. 
Head#7 
This school has a published long-range plan, with a five-year life span. All 
of the school's constituencies assisted in the planning and consensus was found. 
This Head uUlizes the administrative team to assess the working relationship 
between the faculty and admlnlstraUon. Up to 40% of this Head's time is spent on 
fund-raising and this has increased. The Head works closely with the Admission 
Director and admission committee to manage the school's enrollment and the 
school had defined its niche as certain targeted communtties. The school plans 
for physical plant improvements through the long-range plan and has a capttal 
budget line ttem. 
Head#8 
This school has a published long-range plan, with a five-year IW& span. All 
of the school's constituencies assisted In the planning. As a Head, he/she 
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assesses the working relationship between faculty and administration through 
consensus. Approximately 1 O % of the Head's time Is spent on fund-raising and 
this has inaaasad during his/her tenure. The Head works closely with the 
Admission Director and admission committee to manage the school's enrollment 
and the school had defined its niche as diversity-putting the right children 
together. The school plans for physical plant Improvements through the long­ 
range plan and has a capital line Item In the budget, aiming for 2% of plant worth. 
Head#9 
This school has a long-range plan that was established during the 
accreditation process. This Head assesses the working ralationshlp between 
faculty and administration through a gut feeling and his/her assistant The Head 
is confident that the culture of the school is understood by all. Approximately 5% 
of the Head's time is spent fund-raising and this has stayed the same. The Head 
works closely with the Admission Director and admission committee to manage 
the school's enrollment and the school had defined Its niche as certain targeted 
communities. The school plans for physical plant improvements through the long. 
range plan and has a capttal budget line Hem. 
Haad # 10 
This school has a published long-range plan. The Board authored the 
plan. This Haad utilizes gut feelings to assess the working relationship between 
the faculty and administration. Approximately 10-20% of the Head's time Is spent 
on fund-raising and this has lnaaased over his/her tenure. The Head works 
closely with the Admission Director to manage the school's enrollment and the 
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school had defined its niche as certain targeted communities. The school plans 
for physical plant improvements through the long-range plan and has a capital 
budget line Hern. 
School Effectiveness Summary 
The questions concerning school effectiveness ware derived from success 
Indicators noted In an article by Merante and lraland entitled "The Competitive 
Edge: Why Some Small Colleges Succeed". These derived questions are 
predominanUy concerned with strategies securing the institution's future. Similar 
to small colleges, Independent elementary schools must look to the future. They 
do so by successful strategic planning, working with facutty and staff, fund 
raising, admissions, and plant Improvement. Planning additionally requires 
leaders to work effectively with a variety of constituencies In the four frames 
described by Bolman and Deal (1997): political, structural, human resources, and 
symbolic. 
All of the Heads strategize for the future of the school by Long-Range 
Planning. Five of the schools utilize a five-year plan and five vary In their length 
of plan: from two to ten years. All but ooe of the schools have a published Long­ 
Range Plan. Eight of the schools utilize representatives from all of the 
stakeholder constituencies: Board, administration, facutty, alumnVae, past 
parents, friends and students. One school primarily uses the Board and 
administration and in one school the Board wrote the plan. Five of the Heads rely 
on their Division Heads to assess the working relatiooshlps with the facutty. Four 
stated they assess infonnally and one does the assessment by coosensus. The 
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Heads spend an average of 23% of their time fund-raising, ranging from 50% (2) 
to 5% (3). Eight of the Heads declared the amount of time fund-raising has 
increased during their tenure and two said It has remained the same. All of the 
Heads work closely with their Directors of Admission and admission committees 
in order to manage enrollment. Seven d the Heads target certain communities in 
their area, one stresses the school's traditional program and one school focuses 
on diversity. Nine of the school Heads stated they planned for physical plant 
Improvements through the school's Long-Range Plan, while one Head said the 
school rented their buildings and grounds. Nine of the schools have a cepltal 
budget line Item or a PRISM fund in order to fund improvemenls. Again, one 
school rented their property. 
There were some interesting sentimenls from the Heads concerning 
school effectiveness. For example, none of the Heads had any pressure 
concerning enrollment: "I feel no pressure to fill spots"; • the problem is siblings 
and legacies"; "we are attempting to adhere to maximum class size"; "each family 
is clarified about how they should act", "we put the right kids together, regardless 
of cost", In tenns of faculty and staff relationships, the following were stated: "we 
work on three factors-complaints are OK, aiticisms are OK, contempt Is not OK"; 
"ff, as a Head, you are not centered, than you should not be a Head"; "with the 
faculty, I really by to wort< on a consensus basis"; •my job with the faculty is to 
create the future"; "daily interaction is importanr; ·1 personally evaluate all of the 
faculty each year"; and, ·1 depend on my gut reactions when It comes to faculty 
and stafT'. 
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Research and Subsidiary Questions 
Subsidiary Question # 1 
In the MLQ, do the long-tenn Heads of Schools utilize transactional 
leadership styles, transfonnational leadership styles, or both in guiding their 
schools? 
The Heads use both transactional and transfonnatlonal leadership styles; 
yet, prefer transfonnational. Collectively the means of the Heads were high in 
transfonnational leadership (Table 9): 3.29, 3.6, 3.6, 3.26 and 3.37. The means 
In the transactional leadership factors were relatively low: 3.11, 1.38, 1.11 and .5. 
Addltlonally, there were many more significant correlations (at the .05 and .01 
levels) in the Speannan rho among the transfonnational leadership factors than 
the transactional. 
From the MLQ web page (Kramer, 2000), the researcher found MLQ 
scores from a mix of industrial and not for profit middle to upper level managers. 
Table 11 shows the long-tenn Heads have higher means in the transfonnational 
categories. For example, in the Idealized Influence (Attributed) category, the 
MLQ mix had a mean of 2.95, while the long-tenn Heads garnered a mean of 
3.29. In the transactional leadership categories all of the long-tenn Heads means 
were lower except for Contingent Reward, in which the Heads had a mean of 
3.11 and the MLQ mix had a mean of 2.99. Addltlonally, all of the long-tenn 
Heads' outcome scores were higher than those of the MLQ managers. 
Table 11 presents the descriptive statistics from long-tenn heads and a 
mix of industrial and not for profit upper level managers. 
Table 11 
Descriptive Means 
MLQ N MEAN L-T 
Heads 
IIA 1326 2.95 3.29 
118 1327 2.89 3.6 
IM 1325 3.03 3.6 
IS 1326 2.95 3.26 
IC 1326 3.17 3.37 
CR 1326 2.99 3.11 
MBEA 1324 1.51 1.38 
MBEP 1326 1.09 1.11 
LF 1326 0.64 0.5 
SAT 1326 3.14 3.5 
EE 1320 2.76 3.33 
EFF 1326 3.09 3.45 
Legend 
ll(A)=ldeallzed Influence (Attributed) 





MBEA=Management by Exception (Active) 





Key of Frequency 
'4.0=FrequenUy, if not always 
3.0=Fai1y often 
2.0=Sometlmes 
1.0=0nce in a while 
O.O=Not at all 
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One can see that the heads had stronger transfonnational and outcome 
scores than the sample of other managers in industry and non-profits. 
Subsidiary Question # 2 
In the MBTI, are their preferences distinct and polar, or are their 
preferences close together? For example, in the Ell type, are the Heads strictly 
and/or predominantly E, or do they utilize both E and I with a weak preference? 
As a group, the Heads were pulled toward Extraversion (E), Intuition (N), 
Thinking (T) and Judging (J). The I-test (Table 3) shows the strengths of the 
group preferences: E (-1.119), N (1.489), T (-2.253) and J (-3.349). As 
individuals the Heads were clear in six of the eight preferences: E, S, N, T, J and 
P. In two of their preferences, I and F, the Heads were moderate. It appears that 
the Heads have a distinct preference in the dichotomies. About preferences, 
Walck notes, 
Successful managers may be significantly clearer about their preferences. 
Knowing yourseW wall may be the best path to success (Walck, 1997, 
p.91 ). 
Subsidiary Question # 3 
In the MBTI, are the Heads predomlnanUy extraverted (E) and intuitive 
(N)? 
Collectively, the Heads are predominantly Extraverted (E) and Intuitive 
(N). And, as individuals, the extraverted and intuitive heads show a clear 
preference toward those two dichotomies. However, It must be noted that, as a 
group, the Heads have even stronger lncllnatlons toward Thinking (T) and 
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Judging (J). As, Individuals, the Thinking (T) and Judging (J) Heads also show a 
clear preference. 
Subsidiary Question # 4 
Are the Haads' relationships with their Boards of Trustees collaborative? 
The long-term Heads appear have to collaborative relationships wllh their 
Boards of Trustees and their schools' constituencies. The inlelviews with the 
Heads showed a consistent pattern of working together to set the agenda, to 
plan, to educate trustees, to communicate and to trust their Presidents. 
Additionally, the MLQ shows a strong preference toward transfonnational 
leadership. About this type of leadership in organizations, Bass writes, 
In the organizational transfonnatlonal culture, there Is a sense 
of purpose, and a feeling of family. Commitments are long-term. 
Mutual interests are shared with a sense of shared fates and Inter­ 
dependence of leaders and followers. 
Leaders serve as role models, mentors and coaches. They work 
to socialize new members into the epitome of a transfonnational 
organizational culture. Shared nonns cover a wide range of behaviors. 
The nonns are adaptive and change with changes in the organizational 
environment. Emphasized are organizational purposes, visions, and 
missions. In this pure organizational culture, challenges are opportunities, 
not threats (Bass, 1998, p. 65-66). 
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Research Question 
Ate there similarities among long-tenn, elementary Heads of Independent 
Schools (minimum of 15 years in the same school) In tenns of their personality 
types and leadership styles? 
While only 22% of the Heads were ENT J, collectively the Heads had a 
strong preference for each of those dichotomies. Ten of the 16 types (62.5%) 
were found in the long-tenn Heads. As expected, individually the long-tenn 
Heads showed different personality types; however, as a group they showed 
distinct, similar personality types. 
Similarly, the Heads, as a group, showed a strong preference toward 
transfonnational leadership. In Table# 4.9, one can see clear preference toward 
transfonnational leadership in terms of the mean, median and range. There is a 
similar distribution in the outcome factors (Table# 4.8). None of the ranges in 
these two examples surpass 1.75. However, the ranges in the transactional 
model (Table # 4.7) all are 2 or greater. Reviewing the frequency charts 
(Appendix C), one can easily view the strength toward transfonnational 
leadership and the relative randomness of transactional leadership. 
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CHAPTERV 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Overview 
The purpose of this study was to detennine ff there were similarities 
among long-tenn, elementary Heads of Independent schools (minimum of 20 
years in current school) In terms of their personality types and leadership styles. 
The research was limlted to 27 National Association of Independent School 
(NAIS) elementary school Heads. The selection of the Myers-Briggs Type 
Indicator (MBTI) and the Multffactor Leadership Questionnaire (MLQ) were also 
limits. 
Summary 
Successful leadership in an Independent school requires a thick skin and 
an open heart (Scott, 1997). In order to lead a school for many years, a Head 
must learn to interact favorably with a myriad of constituencies. Over the past 15 
years the position of Head has become more demanding due to the increasingly 
complex forces (Ruoss, 1992). This study attempted to discover ff there were 
similarities among long-tenn elementary school Heads in tenns of their 
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personality types, leadership styles, relations with their governing Board, and 
school effectiveness. 
Personality Type 
Each of the 27 long-tenn Heads was administered the Myers-Briggs Type 
Indicator (MBTI). The results were that collectively the Heads showed a 
preference toward Extraverslon (E)--63%, INtultion (N)-67%, Thinking (T)- 
67%, and Judging (J)-74%. A I-test was calculated In order to show which of 
the preferences in the MBTI was strongest The I-test produced the following 
strengths: Judging (J)-3.439; Thinking (T)-2.253; INtultlon (N)-1.489; and 
Extraverslon (E)-1.119. The Pearson product moment correlation also gamered 
a strong correlation between the Judging (J) preference and the Extraversion (EV 
Introversion (I) and the Sensing (S)/INtultion (N) dichotomies. About leadership 
and type, Mccaulley wrote, 
In summary, though any type can reach the top, executives most likely 
to do so are somewhat more likely to prefer extraversion and intuition, 
and are likely to prefer thinking and judgment. Leaders who Inspire 
by communicating a vision of a better future may come from the 
lntultives, especially the intuitives with feeling (McCaulley, 1990). 
Leadership Style 
Each of the Heads was administered the Multlfactor Leadership 
Questionnaire (MLQ). Utilizing the Speannan rho, It was found that many of Iha 
of the trensfonnational leadership qualities correlated with one another. 
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Addttlonally, the mean and median scores of the Head's transfonnational 
qualities were higher than the transactional leadership qualities. 
Much has been written about the relationship between transfonnaUonal 
and transactional leadership. Bass and Avolio wrote that transfonnational 
leadership is value-added with the four ·1· dimensions of idealized influence, 
inspirational motivation, intellectual stimulation, and individualized consideration 
(Bass and Avolio, 1994 ). Concerning transfonnaUonal and transactional 
leadership as predictors of effectiveness, satisfaction, and organizational climate 
In K-12 and higher education King noted, "Transactional Is ordinary leadership; 
yet the addition of transfonnational characteristics allows that leadership to 
become outstanding" (King, 1989, p. 162). Additionally, Stephen Covey 
articulates, "obviously both kinds of leadership are necessary, but 
transfonnational must be the parenr (Covey, 1991, p.287). 
Board Relations 
In order to ascertain relationships with the governing board and school 
effectiveness, 10 of the Heads, each from a different state, were Interviewed. The 
questions concerning board relations and school effectiveness were garnered 
from an article entitled • The Competitive Edge: Why Some Small Colleges 
Succeed". In tenns of Board relations, the Heads all attempted to assist In 
educating their Boards, communicated regularly and openly with members, and 
mostly (94%) perceived a sense of b'ust with the Presidents of the Board. Eight of 
the 10 heads were evaluated regularly. Ledyard in a study about Independent 
Day School Boards of Trustees noted: 
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The healthiest boards and boa�ead relationships exist in those schools 
where there Is a relatively high level of board activity; where there are 
frequent, minor confrontations over a wide range of Issues; where the 
board and school head trust one another and cooperate in the distribution 
of influence; where the board is in touch with the various school 
constituencies on a regular basis; and where there are explicit, periodic 
assessments of the school head's perfoimance (Ledyard, 1987, p. 135). 
Wickenden (1996) also notes factors causing an Independent School Board of 
Trustees' ineffectiveness: frustration by Individual members about the quality of 
the experience; Inappropriate Board inlefference; and, lack of strategic planning. 
School Effectiveness 
"Because organizations are complex, surprising, deceptive, and 
ambiguous, they are fonnidably difficult to understand and manage (Bolman & 
Deal, 1997, p.34 ). In order to lead a school a Head must strategize for the future 
and work in and among the four frames presented by Bolman and Deal (1997): 
polttical, structural, human resources, and symbolic. They state, "Effective 
leaders change lenses when things don't make sense or aren't working" (Bolman 
& Deal, 1997, p.280). All of the Heads' schools devised long-range plans and 
fonnally and infonnally assess the working relationships with the faculty. The 
Heads spend almost one-querier of their time (23%) fundraising and work closely 
with their directors of admission to manage enrollment. Ninety peroent of the 
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Heads planned for physical plant Improvement and utilized a capital budget line 
Item in order to do so. 
As stated earlier, Deal and Bolman present a tileory of effective 
leadership, which Incorporates tile ability of the leader to work In and among four 
frames: political, structural, human resources, and symbolic. In writing about 
effective leadership, tiley note: 
Leaders tillnk longer-term, look outside as well as Inside, and Influence 
constituents beyond tilelr immediate formal Jurisdictions. They emphasize 
vision and renewal and have tile political skills to cope with tile 
challenging requirements of multiple constituencies. 
(Bolman & Deal, 1997, p.295). 
Conclusions 
A relaUonship does exist between long-term Heads and tileir personality 
types and leadership styles. In tile Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI), 
collectively tile Heads are Extraverted (E), iNtultlve (N), Thinking {T), and 
Judging (J). While only six (22.22%) of tile individual 27 Heads flt tills description 
(ENT J) petfecUy, as a group they strongly preferred Extraverslon (E), iNtultlon 
(N), Thinking (T), and Judging (J). 
In terms of their leadership styles, the Heads were strongly 
transformaUonal. Through the use of tile Multifactor Leadership Questionnaire, 
the long-term Heads were found to use transformational qualities (idealized 
influence, inspirational motivation, intellectual stimulation, and individualized 
consideration) more than tile transacUonal essences (contingent reward, 
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management-by-exception-active, management--by--exception-passlve and 
laissez-faire). 
As a group, the Heads appear to plan strategically and work effectively 
with the four frames provided by Deal and Bolman. Planning for the future 
permits the Head to focus on vision for the forecast for the institution helshe 
serves. Moreover, It appears the Heads emerge as leaders who intuitively know 
the four "frames" and move within each of the lenses effectively. 
Recommendations for Further Research 
The results and conclusions of any research effort are only authoritative if 
they are used in a positive framework for further improvement. The implications 
and recommendations of this study are offered to provide positive and 
constructive data to school leaders, particularly in the independent school 
sphere. The following recommendations for further study are rooted in the results 
of this study: 
1. Future studies should replicate this study in terms of new Heads and more 
transient heads, to see if the findings are similar. 
2. The study should be expanded to include secondary school Heads, to 
determine if the same premises would prevail. 
3. A future study should replicate this study utilizing independent school Heads 
in their second Headship, to determine if the findings are similar. 
4. A further study examining cognitive constructs such as "hardiness" and 
"dispositional optimism" , as they relate to coping with multi-faceted stresses, 
which could be associated with length of tenure, should be conducted. 
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5. A study of long-term business executives and military leaders should be 
undertaken to determine W similar results would J)(8V8il. 
6. A longltudlnal study should be undertaken to analyze the relationship 
between the Heads and the Boards of Trustees at NAIS member schools. 
7. A further study employing the Multifactor Leadership Questionnaire multirater 
report should be undertaken. This report would quantitatively show the 
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My name is Chad Small, and I am Head of the Rumson Country Day 
School (PS�S. 440 students), located in Rumson, New Jersey. In addition, I 
am a doctoral candidate at Seton Hall University in the Executive Ed.D. 
Program in the Department of Educational Administration and Supervision. 
I need your help. For my dissertation I am researching the topic: "Are there 
similarities among long-term elementary Heads of Independent Schools 
(minimum of 15 years at the same school) in terms of their personality types 
and leadership styles?" The purpose of the study is to gain a better 
understanding of long-term leadership. I am asking you to be a participant in 
the study. If you decide to participate in the study, your involvement will 
take no more than one hour of time. I will ask you to complete two 
inventories: the Multifactor Leadership Questionnaire (MLQ) and the 
Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI). 
Because of your long tenure at , you have been selected to take 
part in this study. Your participation is completely voluntary, and you will 
be free to stop at any time. There are no foreseeable risks or benefits from 
your participation, as this is an assessment study. All information will be 
strictly confidential. 
If you have questions, now or later, please contact one of us at the 
addresses listed below: 
Chad B. Small 
The Rumson Country Day School 
35 Bellevue Avenue 
Rumson, NJ 07760 
camall@rcds.com or (732) 842-0527 
Dr. Joseph Stetar 
72 Person Road 
Bloomsbury, NJ 08804-3504 
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Please read the following two paragraphs, and, if you agree to participate, 
please sign below and return to Chad Small using the enclosed stamped 
envelope. 
This project has been reviewed and approved by the Seton Hall University 
Institutional Review Board for Human Subjects Research. The !RB believes 
that the research procedures adequately safeguard the subject's privacy, 
welfare, civil liberties, and rights. The Chairperson of the !RB may be 
reached through the Office of Grants and Research Services. The telephone 
number of the Office is (973) 275-2974. 
I have read the material above, and any questions I as/red have been 
answered to my satisfaction. I agree to participate in this activity, realizing 
that I may withdraw without prejudice at any time. 
I understand that any information about me obtained from this 
research will be kept strictly confidential. Your completion and return of the 
questionnaires indicate your understanding of the project and willingness to 
participate. 
When the researcher receives your signed authorization, he will 
send the instruments, with appropriate return postage. 
Date _ 
Date _ 






My name is Chad Small, and I am Head of the Rumson Country Day 
School (PS-8, 440 students), located in Rumson, New Jersey. In addition, I 
am a doctoral candidate at Seton Hall University in the Executive Ed.D. 
Program in the Department of Educational Administration and Supervision. 
I need your help. For my dissertation I am researching the topic: "Are there 
similarities among long-term elementary Heads of Independent Schools 
(minimum of 15 years at the same school) in terms of their personality types 
and leadership styles?" The purpose of the study is to gain a better 
understanding of long-term leadership. I am asking you to be a participant in 
the study. If you decide to participate in the study, your involvement will 
take no more than one hour of time. Previously I asked you to complete two 
inventories: the Multifactor Leadership Questionnaire (MLQ) and the 
Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI). Now I am asking you, and nine other 
long-term Heads, to interview with me on other issues about Headship. 
Because of your long tenure at , you have been selected to take 
part in this study. Your participation is completely voluntary, and you will 
be free to stop at any time. There are no foreseeable risks or benefits from 
your participation, as this is an assessment study. All information will be 
strictly confidential. 
If you have questions, now or later, please contact one of us at the 
addresses listed below: 
Chad B. Small 
The Rumson Country Day School 
35 Bellevue Avenue 
Rumson, NJ 07760 
csmall@rcds.com or (732) 842-0527 
Dr. Joseph Stetar 
72 Person Road 
Bloomsbury, NJ 08804-3504 
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Please read the following two paragraphs, and, if you agree to participate, 
please sign below and return to Chad Small using the enclosed stamped 
envelope. 
This project has been reviewed and approved by the Seton Hall University 
Institutional Review Board for Human Subjects Research. The !RB believes 
that the research procedures adequately safeguard the subject's privacy, 
welfare, civil liberties, and rights. The Chairperson of the !RB may be 
reached through the Office of Grants and Research Services. The telephone 
number of the Office is (973) 275-2974. 
I have read the material above, and any questions I asked have been 
answered to my satisfaction. I agree to participate in this activity, realizing 
that I may withdraw without prejudice at any time. 
I understand that any information about me obtained from this 
research will be kept strictly confidential. 
When the researcher receives your signed authorization, he will 
contact you about an appropriate time for the interview. 
Date _ 
Date------ 
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57 1 3.7 3.7 7.4 
67 2 7.4 7.4 14.8 
71 1 3.7 3.7 18.5 
73 1 3.7 3.7 22.2 
75 1 3.7 3.7 25.9 
77 1 3.7 3.7 29.6 
81 1 3.7 3.7 33.3 
91 1 3.7 3.7 37.0 
93 1 3.7 3.7 40.7 
95 3 11.1 11.1 51.9 
97 1 3.7 3.7 55.6 
99 1 3.7 3.7 59.3 
105 1 3.7 3.7 63.0 
107 1 3.7 3.7 66.7 
111 1 3.7 3.7 10., 
113 1 3.7 3.7 74.1 
115 1 3.7 3.7 77.8 
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127 1 3.7 3.7 100.0 
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107 1 3.7 3.7 61.5 
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131 1 3.7 3.7 100.0 
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79 2 7.4 7.4 63.0 
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83 1 3.7 3.7 70.4 
93 1 3.7 3.7 74.1 
101 1 3.7 3.7 77.8 
103 1 3.7 3.7 81.5 
109 1 3.7 3.7 85.2 
117 1 3.7 3.7 66.9 
127 1 3.7 3.7 92.6 
145 1 3.7 3.7 96.3 
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V8oM ,.- 1 3.7 3.7 3.7 
2.25 1 3.7 3.7 7.4 
2.50 2 7.4 7.4 14.8 
2.66 1 3.7 3.7 18.5 
2.75 1 3.7 3.7 22.2 
3.00 5 18.5 18.5 40.7 
3.25 8 22.2 22.2 83.0 
3.50 5 18.5 18.5 81.5 
3.75 5 18.5 18.5 100.0 
Tolal 27 100.0 100.0 
Valid Cumui.tlve 
Vaid ·--. - 
Percent Pon:ont 
.,. 1 3.7 3.7 3.7 
.50 3 11.1 11.1 14.8 
.75 7 25.9 25.9 40.7 
1.00 3 11.1 11.1 51.9 
1.25 1 3.7 3.7 55.8 
1.50 3 11.1 11.1 66.7 
2.00 2 7.4 1.• 74.1 
2.25 3 11.1 11.1 85.2 
2.50 2 7.4 7.4 92.6 
2.75 1 3.7 3.7 98.3 
3.00 1 3.7 3.7 100.0 
Tolal 27 100.0 100.0 
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·�- ·- 
1 3.7 3.7 3.7 
.25 2 7.4 7.4 11.1 




1.00 4 14.6 14.8 59.3 
1.25 2 7.4 7.4 66.7 
1.50 3 11.1 11.1 rt s 
1.75 1 3.7 3.7 81.5 
2.00 3 11.1 11.1 92.6 
2.25 1 3.7 3.7 96.3 
2.50 1 3.7 3.7 100.0 
TOlal 27 100.0 100.0 
Lal ... f .. ,. 
Vaid CumulallYe 
F-. Peroenl ........ 
- 1iolld""'1Rf 4 14.8 14.8 14.8 
.25 9 33.3 33.3 46.1 
.50 7 25.9 25.9 74.1 
.75 4 14.8 14.6 88.9 
1.00 1 3.7 3.7 92.6 
1.75 1 3.7 3.7 96.3 
2.00 1 3.7 3.7 100.0 
TOlal 27 100.0 100.0 
-· Vol1d Cumulative 
F-. ........ ........ 
- ···� 2. 1 3.7 3.7 3.7 3.00 10 37.0 37.0 40.7 
3.50 6 22.2 22.2 63.0 
4.00 10 37.0 37.0 100.0 






2 7.4 7.4 7.4 
2.66 3 11.1 11.1 18.5 
3.00 8 29.6 29.6 48.1 
3.33 2 7.4 7.4 55.6 
3.66 4 14.8 14.6 70.4 
4.00 8 29.6 29.6 100.0 






tViillil 2.75 4 14.8 14.8 14.8 
3.00 2 7.4 7.4 22.2 
3.25 3 11.1 11.1 33.3 
3.50 9 33.3 33.3 66.7 
3.75 4 14.8 14.8 81.5 
4.00 5 18.5 18.5 100.0 
Total 27 100.0 100.0 
Ideal Influence Attribute 
Vold Currmllwt 
F Percent 
- - .... ·= 1 3.7 3.7 3.7 
2.50 3 11.1 11.1 14.8 
2.75 3 11.1 11.1 25.9 
3.00 3 11.1 11.1 37.0 
3.25 2 7.4 7.4 44.4 
3.33 1 3.7 3.7 48.1 
3.50 7 25.9 25.9 74.1 
3.75 2 7.4 7.4 81.5 
4.00 5 18.5 18.5 100.0 
Tolal 27 100.0 100.0 
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ldNI Influence Behrtlor 
Veld -..... 
Pen:ent Percent Pel cent 
1 3.7 3.7 3.7 
2.75 1 3.7 3.7 7.4 
3.00 2 7.4 7.4 14.8 
3.25 2 7.4 7.4 22.2 
3.50 5 18.5 18.5 40.7 
3.75 7 25.9 25.9 88.7 
4.00 9 33.3 33.3 100.0 
Tolol 27 100.0 100.0 
lnlpirationll llotlvatlon 
Veld C\l'nulltiw, 
Pen:ent P-,t Pen:ent 
4 14.8 14.S 14.8 
3.25 4 14.8 14.8 29.6 
3.50 5 18.5 18.5 48.1 
3.75 3 11.1 11.1 59.3 
4.00 11 40.7 40.7 100.0 
Total 27 100.0 100.0 
lnlellectull Stlmullltion 
Valid Cum- 
F Percent Percent Percent 
vmE 
·= 1 3.7 3.7 3.7 
2.50 2 7A 7.4 11.1 
2.75 3 11.1 11.1 22.2 
3.00 5 18.5 18.5 40.7 
3.25 3 11.1 11.1 51.9 
3.50 8 22.2 22.2 74.1 
3.83 1 3.7 3.7 n.8 
3.75 3 11.1 11.1 88.9 
4.00 3 11.1 11.1 100.0 




Pon:ent Percent Pen:ent 
1 3.7 3.7 3.7 
2.75 3 11.1 11.1 14.8 
3.00 4 14.8 14.8 29.6 
3.25 5 18.5 18.5 48.1 
3.50 6 22.2 22.2 70.4 
3.75 4 1.t.8 14.8 85.2 
4.00 4 14.8 14.6 100.0 






CONT MBEA MBEP LF 
SAT 
CONT 1. 0000 
MBEA .3761 1 .  0000 
MBEP .0652 .1627 1 .  0000 
LF .1575 .3698 .0772 1.0000 
SAT .2972 - . 0 3 6 9  .  0749 - . 1 0 5 6  
1 .  0000 
EE .6304 - . 0 1 5 6  -.1048 -.0122 
.3817 
EFFECT .4563 .1277 . 0 3 7 7  - . 1 1 0 9  
.7492 
IIA .6120 .1407 - . 0 6 6 3  - . 0 8 9 1  
.3530 
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IS .3529 .2402 - . 3 1 4 3  .0154 
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IC .1800 - . 0468 - .2543 - . 1 7 6 6  
.2796 
EE EFFECT IIA IIB 
IM 
EE 1 . 0 0 0 0  
EFFECT .5968 1 .  0000 
IIA .6576 .5715 1 .  0000 
IIB .3410 .3675 .3005 1 .  0000 
IM .4181 .4048 .5243 .5603 
1 .  0000 
IS .5987 .6427 .5062 .5014 
.4830 






















1. I provide others with assistance in exchange for their efforts. 
11. I discuss In specific terms who is responsible for achieving perfonnance 
targets. 
16. I make clear what one can expecl to receive when perfonnance goals are 
achieved. 
35. I express satisfaction when others meet expeclations. 
Management by Exception (Active) 
Items 
4. I focus attention on irregularities, mistakes, and deviations from standards. 
22. I concentrate my full attention on dealing with mistakes, complaints, and 
failures. 
24. I keep track of all mistakes. 
27. I direct my attention toward failures to meet standards. 
Management by Exception (Passive) 
Items 
3. I fail to interfere until problems become serious. 
12. I watt for things to go wrong before taking action. 
17. I show that I am a finn believer in "If it aini broke, don't fix tt." 
20. I demonstrate that problems must become chronic before I take action. 
Laissez-Faire 
Items 
5. I avoid getting involved when important issues arise. 
7. I am absent when needed. 
28. I avoid making decisions. 




38. I use methods of leadership that are satisfying. 
41. I work with others in a satisfactory way. 
Extra Effort 
Items 
39. I get others to do more than they expected to do. 
42. I heighten others' desire to succeed. 
44. I Increase others' willingness to try harder. 
Effectiveness 
Items 
37. I am effective in meeting others' jolHelated needs. 
40. I am effective in representing others to higher authority. 
43. I am effective in meeting organizational requirements. 




Idealized Influence (Attributed) 
Items 
10. I Instill pride In others for being associated with me. 
18. I go beyond seff-interest for the good of the group. 
21. I act In ways that builds others' respect for me. 
25. I display a sense of power and confidence. 
Idealized Influence (Behavior) 
Items 
6. I talk about my most important values and beliefs. 
14. I specify the importance of having a strong sense of purpose. 
23. I consider the moral and ethical consequences of decisions. 
34. I emphasize the importance of having a collective sense of mission. 
Inspirational Motivation 
Items 
9. I talk optimistically about the future. 
13. I talk enthusiastically about what needs to be accomplished. 
26. I articulate a compelling vision of the future. 
36. I express confidence that goals will be achieved. 
Intellectual Stimulation 
Items 
2. I r<H>xamine aitical assumptions to question whether they are appropriate. 
8.1 seek differing perspectives when soMng problems. 
137 
30. I get others to look at problems from many different angles. 
32.1 suggest new ways of looking at how to complete assignments. 
Individual Consideration 
Items 
15. I spend time teaching and coaching. 
19. I treat others as individuals rather than just as a member of a group. 
29. I consider an individual as having different needs, abilities, and aspirations 
from others. 






1. How many years have you been Head of (SCHOOL)? 
2. What Is the number of Headships you have held, Including this one? 
3. Whal Is the student population of (SCHOOL)? 
For questions 4-6, please provide a catalog or history of the School, W necessary. 
4. What year was (SCHOOL) founded? 
5. Who founded (SCHOOL)? 
6. What were the prevailing circumstances surrounding the founding of 
(SCHOOL)? 
7. How many previous Heads have served (SCHOOL)? 
8. How long was each of their tenure? 
Board Relations 
1. Desaibe how the agenda for the Board of Trustees Is determined for 
meetings and for the yea(s goals. 
140 
2. How are potential new Board members selected? 
3. Are Board members educated in the field of governance? 
Are there specific examples? 
4. In what way(s) do you get to know each member of the Board of Trustees? 
5. What strategies do you utilize to communicate with the Board? 
What strategies do you use to assess communication effectiveness? 
6. How many presidents of the Board of Trustees have you worked with at 
(SCHOOL)? 
Is there a pre-<letennlned length of tenn for a President? 
7. Did you perceive a sense of trust with each of the Presidents you served? 
If yes, were there particular incidents or occurrences that increased the trust? 
If no, were there particular incidents or occurrences that decreased the trust? 
8. How many Board members are current parents? 
How many Board members are not current parents? 
9. Are you a voting member of the Board of Trustees? 
10. Are you evaluated each year? 
School Effectiveness 
1. Does (SCHOOL) strategize for the future? 
How? 
Does (SCHOOL) have a published long-range plan? 
141 
If yes, when was H conceived and what constituencies assisted In the 
planning? May I have a copy of the plan to review? 
If no, what process do you utilize to plan for the future? 
2. As a Head, how do you assess the working relationship between the faculty 
and administration? 
3. What percent of your time is spent on fund-raising? 
Has this Increased or deaeased during your tenure? 
4. How is your enrollment managed? 
5. How do you define your market niche and do you have posHionlng strategies? 
6. How does the school plan for physical plant improvements? 
How do you allocate funds for these improvements? 
